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Murray Ledgex Times
  1aOur 99th Year 1e Per Copy ' Volume 99 No. 64
SECTION OF 12TH — This aerial photo shows a section of 12th Street
looking south in Murray Saturday afternoon. Two separate public hearings
tomorrow and Wednesday deal with the street. Murray Planning Com-
mission will conduct a rezoning hearing Tuesday, following by a Kentucky
Department of Transportation hearing on four laning the road Wednesday.
Photo By Jennie B. Gordon
Both For 12th Street
Appointments To Positions Are Okayed
Regents Approve Increases
In Room Rates, Meal Tickets
An increase in housing and dining
rates for Murray State University
students and approval of four key
faculty and staff appointments were
among items authorized . by the MSU
board of regents invegular session
Saturday.
The housing and dining rates,
ranging from $25 to $30 per semester for
meal tickets and from $5 per month to
$30 per semester for housing, are to
become effective August 15. 1978, with
the exception of married housing rates
which are effective July 1, 1978.
Appointments approved by the
regents included the naming of John
Reagan, MSU baseball coach, to
athletic director; the appointment of
Dr: Richard Butwell as vice president
for academic programs succeeding Dr.
William G. Read who is retiring; the
appnintment of Dr  James Meeks as
chairman Of the Department of
Chemistry; and formal action hiring
Ron Greene as head basketball coach
for the Racers.
Housing and Dining Rates
The increase of some nine percent in
housing and dining fees was questioned
by faculty regent Sal Mattarrazo and
student regent Steve Bourne as to the
reasoning behind the recommendation.
Dr. Constantine Curris, university
president, explained that the increases
were necessary because of a set of
unusual circumstances that MSU would
be facing in the near future.
Curris said the primary causes of the
increase are spiraling costs for food,
utilities, supplies, wages and an-
ticipated maintenance needs.
Curris told the board that telephone
rates had jumped 14 percent, TVA
electric rates are at the highest level in
hiaory and increases in the minimum
wage were all contributing to the added
costs of running the university's
housing and dining complex.
We are facing a situation where we
are having to put considerable more
dollars into maintenance." Curris said
"I believe in low-cost tuition, housing
and dining but someone has to insure
the conditions of-residence halls is such
students will want to live in them."
Curris had earlier cited a report that
indicated the university would need to
spend $1.5 million over the next five
years on maintenance of the dor-
mitories and married student housing.
He said the university would either
Rezoning, Four Lane Hearings Set
Person interested in what happens to
1.2th Street in Murray in the future will
have a chance to have their say—not
once, but twice this week.
Murray Planning Commission -will
conduct a public hearing on rezoning a
major portion of 12th, often call the
busiest street in Murray, from assorted
residential classifications to a "limited
business" i B4 ) class on Tuesday night.
The hearing deals with most of 12th
Street between Sycamore and Chest-
nut.
Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportation will follow the next , night
with a hearing on a larger proposal to
four lane the road from Utterback Road
on the north portion of the city limits to
Sycamore, where an existing four lane
begins.
Both hearings are bound to spark
large turnouts, officials say.
We expect a big turnout especially
since people have had this on their
minds for the past few weeks," Murray
City Planner Steve Zea.
The rezoning hearing tomorrow night
marks the third on the same question in
recent , months for the city planning
commission. Tommorrow's hearing
will be conducted in the second floor
.city council meeting room_4eginnig at
p.m.
Zea said his office has mailed out
some 175 letters telling persons living
on the street about the hearing.
Because both hearings deal with the
same Murray city street and are on
consecutive nignts, Zea said some
persons will probably get the two
hearings confused. For example. the
planning commissionwill merely be
taking comments both for and against
the changing the zoning classifications
on the street. The city does not acquire
See REZONING,
Page 14, Column 6
'Governor' Stovall Vetos ERA Bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Kentucky
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall, charging the
recently concluded state legislature
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Partly Sunny becoming windy
and warm today. Highs in the low
to mid 70s. Mostly cloudy with
scattered showers and thun-
derstorms developing tonight but
more likely early Tuesday. Not
as cold tonight with lows in the
low to mid 50s.
terest of the people of the state, today
vetoed a resolution rescinding Ken-
tucky's 1972 ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment.
Mrs. Stovall, under the Kentucky
constitution, acted with the full power
of the governor in the absence fro the
state of Gov. Julian Carroll.
Mrs. Stovall, a, strong backer of the
proposed amendment to the federal
constitution, fought the rescission move
during the 60-day biennial legislative
session which concluded early Sunday.
The Senate, after an original
resolution taking back the six-year-old
ratification became stalled in com-
mittee, attached the measure to a
House-passed resolution relating to a
study of the state employee retirement
system.
Mrs. Stovall, the presiding officer of
the Senate, was overruled twice when
she tried to rule the move out of order.
The House later approved the amend-
ment.
Carroll, who left the state late
Saturday night for a three-day vacation
in Mrytle Beach, S.C., has contended
the governor cannot veto the resolution.
However, Mrs. Stovall acted on the
advice of Frankfort attorney Josephi
Leary, who contended the state (Ifni'
stitutiOn gives the governor the author
• ityto.disapprove any resolittion passei
by the General Assembly.
'The 1978 General Assembly 'wasted
valuable time and energy in
Many tactics, within or without ,bt.
boundaries of the rules adopted by '21e
legislature, to pass a measure whit ]r,
itself amounts to legislative foil...
Mrs. Stovall said at a morning n'-





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --
longest closing night in six years
two major issues die in the midst :
deadlocks between the House 71
' Senate as the 1978 General Asserri'
concluded its`60-day session.
The Legislature killed an attempt '
legalize Laetrile in Kentucky throw!' •
last-minute parliamentary m , • •
Sunday morning. Meanwhile, a bill a, -
thorizing physician assistants dot
when the House and Senate could n,
agree on whether such assistan'-
• should be allowed to work with:.'
See MAJOR ISSUES,
_Pagel!. Colunli
have to keep up with major main-
tenance problems or the- problems
would get to such a point that the
budding would have to be razed.
The new rates approved by the
regents Saturday make the following
changes:
--5-day, 2-mealtickets increased
from $265 to $290 per semester;
3-mealtickets increased
(ruin $2110 to $305 per semester;
. - -7-day, 2-meal tickets. increased
from £295 to $320 per semester;
-7-day T 3-tnea tickets increased
.from $310 to $340 per semester;
-housing residence halls) increased
from $205 to $225 per semester with the
private room supplement increasing
from $100 to $110 per semester.
increases- in rents charged for
students in married housing, effective
.1u1; i 1Q75,  Nem_
-College Court two bedroom
apartments from $135 to $145 per
month;
-College Court one bedroom
apartment from $115 to $125 per month.
-Orchard Heights two-bedroom
apartments from $75 to $80 per month.
-Orchard Heights one-bedroom
apartments from $70 to $75 per month.
Appointments
Reagan, who has served as acting
athletic director at the university since
the resignation of Cal Luther last fall,
was named to that position full-time by
the board Saturday on an 8-1 vote.
Reagan, a native of Bismarck, Mo.,
will continue to coach the MSU baseball
team, a position he has held for the past
19 years, while serving as athletic
director. Reagan presently ranks as
eighth nationally as the winningest,
active college baseball coach. He is also
an associate professor of, marketing at
MSU.
The board action Saturday calls for
Reagan to receive an annual salary of
$25,000, effective immediately.
Ron Christopher of Murray, the lone
regent who voted against Reaean't
appointment told this newspaper that
his negative vote was due to "a matter
of philosophy."
"-In vie-ofan-i -ffnunitment to svturn
around our Z-attiletic program."
Christopher said, ri had reservations
about this being the proper move."
Christopher said he feels Reagan is
an excellent baseball coach and
classroom professor but that he was
"not thoroughly convinced that his
selection was moving in the same
direction as the commitment (on
athletics)."
The board also took action Saturday
officially approving the hiring of
Greene, , this season's SoutSeastern
Conference coach of the year, as head,
basketball coach for the Racers.
Greene's contract was termed as
"multi-year" by one board member
and the action stipulated that he bepaid
an annual salary of $30,000 per year.
Dr. Butwell, the new vice-president
for academie programs, is an in-
ternationally known scholar on
Southeast Asia and is the author of
seven books and 38 articles. He is
currently - the dean for the arts and
sciences at State University of New
York at Fredonia. His appointment is
.effective June 1, 1978 at an annual
sidary of $38,000,
Dr. Meeks, a native of 1-larlan, Ky.,
will take over as head of the chemistry
department on-July --
salary of $25,500.
Meeks, who is replacing retiring
chemistry department chairman Dr.
Pete Panzera, has served as depart-
ment chairman at Cumberland College
for the past ten years.
Other Action
' The regents approved recom-
mendations which will provide for
See REGE.N th APPROVE,
Page 14, Column 6
Johnny Reagan Named MSU AD
The man who has quietly, efficiently
and proudly piloted the Murray State
baseball team for the past 20 seasons
has been named as the new athletic
director of MSU.
Johnny Reagan, a 51-year-old coach
who is among the most respected in the
business, was named Saturday by the
MSU Board of Regents to replace Cal
Luther, who resigned last November
after serving 11 years as Murray's
athletic director.
Reagan's record at Murray State is
remarkable. His baseball teams have
chalked up 453 wins and have los 203. He
ranks eighth in the nation among active
coaches in winning percentage.
Regan. who has been the assistant
athletic director for the past seven
years, will remain in his coaching
capacity.
"I am indeed pleased the regents and
administration have chosen to move me
to athletic director from assistant
athletic director,- said Reagan, who
just returned Friday from a week-long
'rip to Hawaii where his team opened
its season.
"1 am especially grateful to the
committee who did the grassroots work
in 'submitting my name to the board
from the long list of well-qualified
applicants. •
"Murray State is tradition-rich in
athletics. I will do everthing in my
power to see that we continue to en-
hance this tradition for our students,
fans, and supporters," .added Reagan.
A large part of Murray's tradition lies
in baseball where Reagan also excelled
as player.
Johnny Reagan
A native of Bismarck, Mo., Reagan
graduated from Murray State in 1948
with a degree in health and physical
education.
Regan's name still appears in the
MSU record books. In 1947, he had
seven consecutive hits and that stood
for 21 years unlit Steve Barrett tied the
mark in 1971 then Greg Tooley joined
the group last season.
Reagan is also listed in the books for
pitching a one-hitter against Western
Kentucky in 1948.
Besides playing baseball, Reagan
was also .a .member of the Racer
basketball team. He was team captain
three seasons and All-OVC four
seasons.
Following his graduation from
Murray State, Reagan returned to his
hometown to coach basketball and
baseball for seven years then went to
Northeast Louisiana State College at
Monroe where he coached baseball for .
two years before joining the Murray '
State staff in 1958 as an assistant
basketball coach and head baseball
roach.
In Ohio Valley Conference com-
petition, Reagan's Thoroughbreds have
won 170 gmes and lost 62 for a winning
mark of .733.
His teams have won nine OVC titles
and in 1975, the 'Breds became the first
OVC team to get an invitation to the
NCAA Championships.
See REAGAN,




The spring Car Care *Section,
published annually by The Murray
Ledger & Times, will be included
with Tuesday's regular edition of the
newspaper.
The section was originally
scheduled to be published today but
production problems have forced the
one-day delay.
We apologize to our adtiertisers
and subscribers for any in-
convenience caused by the delay
Mayfield Girl Is B&PW Speaking Winner
Cynthia Wright of Mayfield was the
winner Of the young career woman
gpeakind contest sponsored by the first
district, Business and Professional
Women's clubs here Sunday.
Ms. Wright was chosen the winner
over a field of six candidates who were
sponsored by various local B&PW clubs
in the district. Jayne Jeffrey of
Paducah was named runnerup. Other
contestants were Vickie Kloke of
Murray: Nancy Thompson, Princeton,
Rita IVIitclv11, Fulton-South Fulton; and
Diane Schaetz, Reidland.
The contestants spoke on the topic:
"The Woman In Changing Times."
Judges for the contest were the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos, minister of the First
Christian Church, Dr. Alice Koenecke,
chairman of the department of home
economics at Murray State University
and Gene McCutcheon, managing
editor of The Murray Ledger & Times.
Martha Babb, district B&PW director
and a member of the Mayfield Emblem
club presided at the meeting which was
attended by 74 .members from
throughout the district: Agnes
McDaniel, vice-president of the Murray
clab, welcomed the members in the
absence of local president Euple Ward.
Jean Elkins, who served as assistant
district director this year, was named
district one director for .the coming
year.
Special awards presented by Mrs.
Babb went to the .Murray club .for
See SPEAKIrsiG WINNER,
Rage 11...Calumu  6
CONTEST WINNfR — Cynthia Wright (right), of Mayfield was the winner
of the young career woman speakingtontest held at the spring meeting of
the first district Business and Professional Women's club here Sunday. At
left is Jean Elkins of Murray, Chairman of the event Jayne Jeffrey of
Paducah was selected as runnerup.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheos




Benefit Society, Grove 6126,
lrrret inursaa, 1Wai•cii u, for a
dinner meeting at six p.m. at
the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Grover Burkett, area
manager for Woodmen of the
World, was the guest speaker
with his topic being "There
Are Two Sides To Our Story--
___Tli.1.ratertiaL Side-and -the'
Protection Side.''
Officers elected for the new
year are as follows:
Jeannie Lamb. president;
Loretta Jobs, vice-president;
Wend_a Smith, secretary ;_
Cynthia Hart, treasurer;
Katie Overcast, chairman,
Carman Horton, and Jean
,Richerson, trustees; Birdie
. Parker, sentry; Sadie
Shoemaker, Gladys Spann,
and Calista Clanton, wat-
chman; Janie Young and
--Genora---Hamiett
Hazel Broach, publicity; Ruth
.13.1ackw_ood. member .at,large.,_
Other members -present
were Dianna TLyons, Lenora
Burkett, Murl Robertson, and
Ruth Lassiter. A visitor was
Verlene Ezell.
Presiding at the meeting
was-Jeannie Lambwith -Ma.--
• -1Ta-n-reidiriThe minutes and
e proposed budgetor the
year of 1978 was presented.
'Ruth Lassiter was
presented with a plaque,
"'Woodman of Woodcraft."
Silver. trays were plisenled to
Katie Overcast., fand Rath
Lassitei <IS I etiiing treasurer
and secretary respectively.
The tables were decorated
in green in honor of St.
Patrick's Day by the
hostesses, Jeannie Lamb and
Cynthia Hart Dinner was
served by candlelight. Verline
Ezell and Katie Overcast were
,the doer prize winners.
Jacks Home Scene
Of Pacers' Meet
The , Pacers Homemakers
Club met on Wednesday,
March 8, at the home of Fay
Jacks with eight members and
one guest present.
A very interesting lesson
about "Trends_ In Home
Furnishinki4 Was presented
by Maxine Scott. She con-
cluded _the-. -lesSoli
displaying fabric and carpet
samples to illustrate the new
fabrics, textures, and designs.
Marilyn Mikulciic presented
lessons on -Sewing With





Extras" was presented by
Jean Smith.
The next meeting will be
held on Wednesday, April 12, -
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Monday, March 20_ --
Easter Egg Hunt will bri
held at the Story Hour at
Douglas Center at three p. m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will





Citizens will meet in the
second floor auditorium of the
Special Education Building,
Murray State University, at
7:30 p. m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North 7th
and Olive, at seven p. m.
Golden Circle Sunday
School Class of Memorial
13Mkst gurcit _will ham. a
tasting party atithe home of
Mary Graves attsix p.m.
Douglas Civic- Improvement
Club will meet at the Douglas




-Study of The Holy Spirit with
Ruth Holland as teacher will
be held at the Calloway
County Public Library at 1:30
p.m. Open to the public.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Vail meet at seven p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
have a salad supper at seven
p.m. at the club house.
•
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Health Center.
Senior Adults of First
Baptist Church will have a
_ cavered_disiLluncheon at The -
church fellowship hall at
twelve noon:
DeXter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
Ellis Center will be open
Monday, March 20 
- from ten am, to three p.m. for
- Theta Delihrtment of 
Murray Woman's Club wilt 
activities_ , by _ the„ senior
- -
meet at 7:30 p. m. at the club 
citizens. For information 
call7510929
house with Dr. Keith Heim, as
S Peaker
Workshop on "Guide to
Bluegrass State CB Club Good Eating" will be 
.held by
will meet at the hall over Bonnie Davenport, 
Dairy and
Wallis Drugs at 7:30 p; m. Food Nutrition Council, at 
the
University Branch, Bank of
t 9 30 This isCalloway County Humane
Society will meet on the
second floor of the Murray
City Hall at seven p. m. Note
• change from Public Libraryl
on ay,
Exhibits of photography by
--Michael E. Wall, Paris, Tn.,
three dimensional design by
Gene Karraker, Paducah, and
weaving and textiles by
Connie Berryman, Mayfield,
will been display at the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle




Piano recital by Karen
Atkins, Camden, Tn., will
begin at 8:15 p.m. in the Old
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine




photographs and drawings by
the Bulgarian-born artist, and
by Vision, • Inc., by Noce
Winter, son of Acting Dean
and Mrs. Jack Winter of the
College of Creative Ex-
pression will be at the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery of the Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University, through April 19.
Tuesday, March 21
Lutheran Church Women
will have a sack luncheon
meeting at twelve noon at the
church.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will meet at the home
of Esther Sigmon at 1:30 p.M.
Sit down to a
real steak meal,
instead!
A real steak meal you can really afford!
Sizzlin-hot steak r 7 different kin-
ds) steaming baked potato with topping, or
crunchy fries.. .a salad, a butter-melting hand-
ful of Stockade Toast, and your drink.
Or try our burger. -chicken, shrimp. or fish
meals, or our Money-saving daily specials
C'mon in, for complete meals that cost
just a little•more than eat-and-run Snacks! At
Sirloin Stockade.
SPECIALS
including toed and drink!
MONDAYS
Chopped Sirloin Meal, only 51.891
TUESDAYS
Hearty Club Steak Meal, Just $2,191
WEDNESDAYS
Tasty Chicken Fry Steak Meank2201
THURSDAYS
Fried Chicken, all you can eat!
Full meal lust 52.691 After 5 p m.
7
urray, a : a.m.
sponsored by the Calloway
County Extension Service.
Tuesday, March 21
Murray Branch of the
. • •
of Mrs. 0. P. Markham, Mkt.
Continent Bible College,
Mayfield at seven p.m. with
Mrs. Betty Boston to give the
program. Person interested in
attending may call Mrs.
Russell Terhune, 753-2464, or
Mrs. Alfred Wolfson, 753-1867.
Gives Program
"Shrouds and. Butterflies"
was the theme of the Easter
program presenter by me
Bessie Tucker Circle at the -
meeting of the United
Methodist Women of the First
United Methodist Church,
Murray, 'held on Tuesday,
March 7, at ten a.m. at the
Hale Chapel of the church.
Mrs,Maitiliandest Irtarwaa'
substituting for Mrs. Otis
Erwin, presented a most in-
teresting program assisted by
Mrs. Lillian Graves and Mrs.
Cortez Byers. Mrs. John
Thompson provided
background music and also
sang an Easter hymn.
The vice-president, Mrs. A.
C'. LaFollette, introduced




-Opened the- meeting, with
prayer.' Miss Frances Sexton,
secretary, and Mrs. Cortez
Byers, - treasur-er, - give
reports. Announcements were
made of the meetings
scheduled during the month.
Mrs. Jeffrey closed with
prayer.
One new member, Mrs.
-Marsha-Hendren; was in-
troduced; along with two





South Plcasont Gram> nab MIAs
Meeting At The Paschall Home
The home of Mrs. Sherry
Paschall was the scene of the
meeting of the South Pleasant
Grove Homemakers Club held
--ter-WediteSdly, March 8 with
the president,- Mrs. Donna
Jackson, presiding.
"Special Fabrics" was the
subject of the lesson presented
by Mrs. Hilda Orr. Mrs. Ellen
Orr presented another lesson
_ on _"-Do- Ahead -Meals."
The craft lesson on
"Needlepoint" was taught by
Mrs. Imogene Paschall. Mrs.
.Ellen Orr and Mrs. luta
Hutson gave a lesson on
"Crocheting Casserole
Mrs. Justine Story gave the
HAMBURGER FIRST
The hamburger is said to
have been popular in Ger-
many before imigrants
brought the idea to the United
States. But Americans were
the first to put it on a bun. This 
happened in P904 at the St.
Louis World's Fair, where the
ice cream n cone also was in-
vented, and iced tea first
served. •
Sheets Are Off And 'In' •
Sheets have come from the days of a linen closet
necessity to one of the hottest and most fashionable items
in the retail market!
Sheets are in. There are now designer sheets, washable
satin 'sheets, sheets with museum print reproductions,
round sheets, waterbed sheets, even heart-shaped sheets!
t boom in ro ress it's mil natural that
decorators and designers everywhere are coming up with
hundreds of unique ideas for taking the sheet off the bed
and putting it into the total decor of the home.
One favorite non-bed use of sheets is for wall-hangings:
sheets can be gathered slightly and hung from the ceiling of
one or more walls of a room for a richly-draped,
coordinated effect.
Sheets can be purchased in mix and match styles and
colors for pillow covers --especially popular are the large,
overstuffed floor pillows scattered around a room.
The only limit is your own creativity! -Wednesday, March 22
Ladies day luncheon at the
Murray Country Club_ has
been cancelled.
Free concert by Clay
McLean, composer and
singer, will be at the
Maranatha Center, 1112 Olive
Street, Murray, at 7:30 p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at one p.m, with the
Attorney Bill Phillips to speak
on "Wills." Call 436-5364 for
transportation.
Story Hour at the Calloway
County Public Library at both
the ten a.m. and three p.m.
hours will feature an Easter
Egg Hunt.
Ladies day luncheon at Oaks
Country Club will be held at
noon with Betty Sheppard and
Hazel Beale as luncheon
chairmen.
Luncheon by the Alice
Waters Circle of First United
Methodist Church will be held
at the social hall from eleven
a.m. to one p.m. with tickets
at two dollars each.
Frosting On Cake
Always allow a cake to cool
completely ,,before frosting.
Brush the loose crumbs from
the sides. Place the first layer
on a flat plate, top side down,
and Spread with frosting.
Place the second layer top
side up. Spread frosting on the
sides with upward strokes.
Then frost the top, making
swirls with spatula or spoon.
To keep the plate clean while
frosting, place strips of wax
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minor lesson on "Knattt Your
Art," and Mrs. Beverly
Foutch on "Focus On Home
Furnishings."
The devotion -en -"We--Win,
We Win" was given by Mrs.
Justine Story with the thought
for the day being given by
Mrs. luta Hutson.
Mrs. Cecelia Cooper was
honored with a pamper
shower and Mrs. Sherry
Paschall served refresh-
ments. Others present were
Mrs. Martha Butterworth,
Mrs. Clovis Jones, and Mrs.
Carolyn Parks and son,
Dustin.
Tickets for the annual
tastitig TUnetteoli will be on
sale for the public on April 19.
The next meeting of the club
v411he_held on Wednesday,
April 12, at Brandonsingi in
the Land Between the Lakes
Members are to meet at Uncle




The Locust Grove Nazarene
Woman's Missionary Society
met Sunday evening, Mart+
12, at the Locust Grove Church
for the regular monthly
meeting.
Carl Usrey led the group in
singing "Jesus Saves" and
Trilby Cunningham led in
prayer.
Taking part in the program
were LaNelle Usrey, "Lifting
Up Christ;" Kay Beach, "Not
All Missions Are Abroad;"
Frocie Miller, "Invest In
Caring;" Iva Edwards, a
.poem, "Think It Over."
Mrs. Horace Duke
pressited a very impressive
mission study on "Taiwan and
Hong Kong."
An invitation is extended to
all persons to attend any or all
services at the church located
northaf Kicksey just off High- -
way,299, a church spokesman
said.
People once believed that














































Sizes • Service • Selection
are better than ever!
Naturalizer Week is our salute to the shoe
with the beautiful fit! When ..0u come to
know Naturalizer, you'll Mid beautiful
comfort in very contetriporary styles. Our
experienced soles personnel will show you
the outstonsithg selection, of styles . . styles






































DEAR ABBY: Congratulations on your advice to
TRAVELERS WIFE, who had mixed emotions about
leaving her children in order to accompany her husband on
his business trips.
I've always asked my wife to come along on my business
trips, but the excuses ranged all the way from, "I don't
want to leave the kids." to, "I don't know anyone there," or
"What will I do while you're at your meetings?"
After 20 years of being totally faithful, I met a woman on
one of these trips who appealed to me. She chased me more
than I did her, and eventually I asked my wife for a
divorce.
I moved this lady to my town, gave her a job, and moved
in with her -all out in the open. After a few months I knew
it wasn't going to work, so we broke up and I moved back
home again.
Through this experience we all learned some lessons,
one of which resulted in my wife's willingness to travel
with me.
We were lucky enough to get a second chance, but I'm
sure _there are others who weren't that lucky.
HAPPY EN DING
DEAR HAPPY: It's not practical (or in most cases
possible) for wives 'of traveling salesmen to accompany
their husbands on the road. But for out-of-town meetings
and conventions, if other wives go, the wise wife will get a
sitter, or farm out the kids, and go along. .
DEAR ABBY: What is your opinion of people who
choose to ignore a new grandchild just because it was born
seven months early?
Our baby is 3 weeks old now -healthy and adorable -and
my husband's parents haven't been over to see her yet.
And they didn't even send a gift.
They are still upset because we -didn't get married the
minute I knew I was expecting.
Abby, in this day and age, premarital sex is no big deal,
and we didn't see any reason to be hypocritical about it, so
we took our time and got married when I was in my
seventh month.
We had a nice church wedding. but his mother stayed
home with a migraine headache, and her husbarvl stayed
home to take care of her.
Lam 20 ancl my husband is 21; we went together for two
years, if that makes any difference. Your opinion will be
appreciated. • "
NEW PARENTS
DEAR PARENTS: Your in-laws continue to cling to a
code of conventional hehavior that differs vastly from
yours. For them to ignore their grandchild for that reason
is narrow and foolish. Give them time. They'll come
arolind. If they- don't, it will be their loss.
DEAR ABBY: This winter, as in winters past, we have
opened our home &(3 friends and relatives who are eager for
a reprieve from ;the bitter' north winds.
We enjoy having houseguests, but some of them leave
our guest room in worse shape than they would leave a
motel room! We have no help in the house, and we both
work, so we can't very'well clean up after them daily.
Do y6u know of a pamphlet or a short publication with a
few tips on how to be a good houseguest? Even a poster
would do it Thanks.
LIVES IN FLORIDA
DEAR LIVES: Putting up a poster would be about as
subtle as a kick in the shins, so if you're willing to go that
far, simply tell those guests who need it (and you should
'know who they are by how) exactly what you've told me.
WIN PRIZES - Recipients of the prizes at the annual benefit luncheon and card party
held March 15 by the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club included, left
to right, Lillian Graves. top canasta, Nell Hendon, door prize, and Joyce Thomas, top
bridge.
PUNCH TABLE - Mary Hamilton, second left, a member of the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club, serves punch to Jackie Overbey at the annual 
luncheon
and card' party held by the department on March 15. On the right are Effie Vaugh
n,
second right, department chairman, and Myrtle Douglas, department vice-chairman.
By F J L lasingame, M
Acute Bronchitis
And Pneumonia Treatment
0: Mr. W. S. recently
heard that his father, now
in his late 60s, had a "touch
of pneumonia'' and wants
to know what he meant. He
has had acute bronchitis
from time to time.
A: A "touch of pneumo-
nia" is layman's language,
more or less slang, for a
light case of pneumonia. It
is a dangerous, toxic dis-
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret ot,  ease even if it is limited to
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular; 'N .,a small portion of the lung.
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long. Pneumonia refers to an
self-addressed, stamped 124 cents) envelope


















Easter Egg Contest from March 11 through March 22.
Bring your decorated Easter Eggs. to...
The Blackford House
Before 5:110 p. in. March 22
First Second and Third prizes will be given for the hest
decorated egg The eggs will be put on display in the shop
ond fudged by o selected committee at 6 00 p in on Wed-
mini:lay. March 22 and prizeirwill be awarded of that time —
1st prize - unfinished wood porch rocker (valued at 122 50):
2nd prize - unfinished wood swing rocker (valued at $14 50).
3rd prize - unfinished 30- wood bar stool (valued at 10 25)
You MUST Be
Present To Win!
The decorated eggs will be used (unless you wont them
bock) for o very special Easter Egg hunt for some very special
children
Limit 3 Eggs Per Person
The
Blackford
House,-„ 1104 Coldwater Road, Murray
tr-Oss
infection in the air sacs or
alveoli of the lung. The
inflammation causes an
impairment of the function
of respiration in these in-
flamed air sacs. They are
richly supplied with blood
so that the toxic effects of
the infection are absorbed
into the circulation.
Pneumonia may be due
to bacteria, viruses and
other infections. Many of
the bacteria can be killed
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pretty. There is the Lipstick
plant with its dainty, yet lush.
-green foliage. Or have you
tried the Purple Flowering
Cane that is a thing of beauty
when the clusters of purple
buds open up into white
blossoms? The ever popular
Airplane plant is always
attractive, especially the
striped variety.
A visit to a local nursery
When I look out my window
and see Jonquils and
Hyacinths pushing their
green spikes out of the
ground, I am reminded of a
little verse that expresses this
miracle so well:
The little brown bulbs
Went to sleep in the ground.
In their little brown nighties,
They slept very sound.
And Winter, he raged
And roared-OYerhead
But never a bulb
Turned over in bed.
But when Spring came
Tip-toeing over the lea,
Her finger.on lip
As still as could be
The little brown bulbs
At very first tread,
Split Open their nighties
And jumped out qf bed.
Isn't it amating that these
little bulbs know just when to
stick their tips up in the air,
even When there is snow and
ice on the ground? But that is
the miracle of it. And that is
the reason we never tire of it.
Spring is as new each year as
If it were first tithe-and we
welcome it sO gladly
I wonder if everybo4y loves
hanging-baskets as I ! With
the coming of warm Weather,
we can plan so many
beautiful things. Hinging
baskets can be placed under
the eaves of the house, on
porches, on poles out in the
yard. Hanging from a sttu 'y
limb, put up in breeze-ways
or carports.
And there is such an
enormous variety of plants
that are perfect for such use.
The ivy Geranium, for in-
stanct, -that grows and
filami and ES always .s42_
will remind you of dozens of
plants that are suitable to put
in a basket. There are several
ferns that are beautiful and
sturdy. Another one that is
always good for a basket is
the Hoya, a slow growing
plant that sends out long
stems. You will think the)
will never do anything, hut
suddenly you see lea‘es
appearing, giving it an odd
effect.
Plants are so different that
you can always find just v.1,a•
you want for a certafn -spot
drugs which reach the
lungs by their blood sup-
ply. Viral infections are..
more resistant to such
chemicals, but are often
less toxic so that the body
can overcome the infec-
tion. Viral pneumonia may
persist for several weeks.
In contrast, a bronchitis
is a different disease in-
volving the bronchial tubes
that lead from the trachea
(windpipe ) out into the
lungs. Since the bronchial
tubes are not as richly
supplied with blood, the
toxins from infections are
not so freely absorbed into
the blood. Likewise, antibi-
otics and drugs given for a
bronchitis may not have as
dramatic an effect in kill.
ing out the infection since
-it is more removed from
are blood.
Chronic bronchitis, as is
present in heavy smokers,
is more prone to an acute
inflammation than ,healthy
bronchial tubes. Older per-
sons are more likely to
.have some degree of
chronic inflammation
from the passage of years
-and are more subject in
acute flareups from an
infection. For this reason,
older persons are advised
to take "flu" vaccines to
help ward off these viral
infections and to treat- a
bronchitis promptly, espe-
cially. if the person has
heart disease, diabetes
rnelItus, or kidney impair-
mentAn inflammation in the
bronchial tubes bron-
chitis), if- untreated. can
- spread deeper into the air
sacs and progress to a
pneumonia, a more toxic,
serious complication. If
untreated or if not treated
promptly, pneumonia (ar-
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The Garden Department df Thomas. Also winning prizes







2, Para, Tn.,‘ Baby Boy Tabo
I Roxanne 1,',315 SO. 11th,
-Murray, Baby Boy Bogard
(Patsy, D-4 Coach Est.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Michael R. Park's, Rt 4,
Murray, Mrs. Lorna M
Cathey, 1708 Melrose, Murray,
Mrs. Shelia J. Cole, Rt. 1, FLg
Sandy, Tn., Raymond I.,-
Crawford, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Patricia S. Jones, Rt. 1, Alga),
Mrs. Margaret A. Vinson, Rt.
1, Big Sandy, /Tn., Samuel E.
Hawkins, 70 Shady Oaks Tr.
Ct., Murray, Mrs. Bessie I..
Collins, 506 So. 11th, Murray,
John W. Stubblefield, 168
Riviera Cts., Murray, Miss
Donna E. Porter, 1413 W.
Main, Murray, John C.
Cannon, 1110 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Jean Colson, Rt.
4, Murray, Mrs. Gladys I.
Bebber, Rt. 3, Murray, Fuel
Atkins, 1701 Melrose, Murray-.
Mrs. Gracie Paschall, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Herbert L. Bailey, Rt.
.5, Murray, Mrs. Teneil L.
March 15, at 12:30 p.m., at the
clubhouse.
Proceeds from this event
are donated to The Com-
prehensive Care Center,
Senior Citizens, Th Com-
munity Theater, an4 other
worthy projects.
After the generous luncheon
buffet was served, the tables
were cleared for bridge and
canasta. Individual card
tables were decorated with
hand-made fabric baskets
which held after-dinner mints.
Also, each table held packages
of spring seeds for the players.
Verble Yates and Clover
Cotham supervised the
complication of game scores
and the awarding of prizes.
Highest bridge score for the
day was that of Joyce
Doris 0. Johnson, Vada
Grogan, Peggy Noel, Kathleen
Dunn, and Rose Theobald.
Other bridge prize winners
were Pallie Kurz, Kitty
Freeman, Jean Outland,
Martha Carter, Agnes Fair,
Mary Bell Overbey, and
Mabel Rogers.
Highest canasta scorer was
Lillian Graves. Others win-
ning prizes for canasta were
Donnie Foust, Nell Eaton, and
Mavis MeCamish.
The door-prize, a large
corkscrew willow, was won by
Nell Hendon. Bingo Winners
were Gels Ellis and Juanita
Hatcher.
During the afternoon, guests
were served punch by Mary
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FOR TUESDAY. MARCHE!, 1978
What lund of day will could reign if you .4rq_not on Turner, Fern Terrace Ldg.,
tomorrow be? To find out what guard. Do not let slight Murray,- Mrs. Laura Adains,
the stars say, read the forecast misunderstandings blow into a 312 So. 10th., Murray, Mrs.
storm. Use your wits. Alma P. Jackson, Rt. 1, Alin°,
AQUARIUS -A William B. Tolley, 1326 W.(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid a tendency toward Math, Murray, Mrs. Luna L.
unconventionality. Don't join Cherry, Rt. 6, Murray, Miss
those who are indiscreet or who Edith L. Lapin), Fern
are needlessly taking riskY Terrace, Murrag,-Luther G.
chances. Think! Inman,O. . 
Frank 
BoxVeal, 
5 A93 , Murray,CRrt 0c.k  e1r
PISCES




A few delicate spots.
Carefully document 'realities, (expired), Rt. 1, Gilbertsville,
possibilities, and do not fear to Hartle Williams (expired), Rt.
tackle a likely proposition - no 7, Murray, Raymond F. Davis
matter how "far out" it may ( expireiTh. 732 Nash, Dr
seem at first. Murray.
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)14
Excitement or anxiety could





d€7,(Apr. 21 to May 21)
From out of the nowhere may
come an "odd" suggestion. No
harm in evaluating its
possibilities: It may pave the
way toward a broader avenue to
success.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Don't involve yourself in
activities in which you are not
particularly interested just to
please another. There are some
suggestions you should reject.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) e
Don't lose confidenoe in your,
ability to produce the results
you want - even if temporarily
stymied. Keep trying. Sortie
dandy advantages on your side!
LEO' .
(July 24 to A231 .12 P1, 
Here is a splendid day for
handling both routine matters
and unusual undertakings. New
advances indicated in projects
which haVe been standing still.
VIRGO iint4tk
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You are at a point where you
can assert your views and
succeed at pioneering efforts.
Many are receptive and gam is
indicated.
LIBRA r-v
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Tact and finesse will help you
to attain ends you cannot
achieve with force. Discount
rumors, seek truths, avoid
indecisiveness
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) niet'l
Several 'avenues of activity
will be open to you. Be selective
in your choice. Don't waste time
on unproductive- Undertakings.
SkGITTARILS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) " dicf
,Y
Strong indication of gains
through past efforts. A good










YOU BORN TO-DAY are
endowed with a great spirit of
enterarise, a gregarious per-
sonalfty and outstanding
ingenuity. You are ambitious
and strive hard to attain your
goals, but sometimes are too
materialisic in your aims.
If you are baking a dish that
will need a final browning un-
der the broiler, use a utensil
that can stand broiler heat.
Transparent glass ovenware,
for example, should not be put
under the broiler
Hello, stranger
Searching for answers to all those who/what/where
questions about your new city?
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very
first nice things to happen when you're new here.
ifirannafr
Kathryn Outland...7'53-3079 Cathryn Garrott...751-780g
•
We are pleased to announce that
Jane Garland, bride elect of Dr.
Joseph Edward Johnson, has selec-
ted her chino, sterling and stainless
from our complete bridal registry
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WBC Strips (Robs) New
Champion Of His Crown
By ED SCHU YLER JR.
APS . rts.Wri
Muhammad Ali, which he did
Feb. 15, he would make his
( Nil -BRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)
PORTS
Irish Hoping To Win Two
Ken NortOn's ques for the
heavyweight title is over. He
gained World Boxing Council
championship recognition on
Leon Spinks' lost weekend.
-Being that I'm a fighter
and being that Prn very
competitive, I would have
liked to win it in the ring,"
Norton said in Los Angeles of
the WBC withdrawing title
recognition from Spinks, who
still is recognized as champion
by the World Boxing
Association.
"But being that the
champion ditose not to fight
me and being that he signed a
legal document to fight and
violated it,-Ell take it this way
and get him later."'
- The WBC- e-keentiVe
committee decided Saturday
that Spinks had no intention of
obeying an edict that he make
his first defense against the
topranked Norton. Thus, it
withdrew title recognition.
Spinks was unavailable for
comment on the, WBC action,
,which came one day after he
was sued and one day before
- he was arrested.
On Friday, a complaint was
filed in court in Philadelphia
to have Spinks and his wife
evicted from their apartment
there for not paying two
months rent of $560. Early
Sunday, he was arrested in his
hometown of St. Louis for
driving the wrong way on a
one-way street and for driving
without a license. He was
released on 4700 bail.
Spinks also. will be involved
-litigation- concerning his
title loss.
—We are ready-to lace any
lawsuit because we have a
- clean conscience," said Jose
Sulaiman, WBC president,
- -- after announcing the action at
his home in Mexico City. -We
acted honestly, in good faith
end in strict accordance with
the rules and regulations!'
Bob Arum, president of Top
Rank, Inc., said Saturday in
Las Vegas the WBC will be
facing legal action from Top
Rank and from Spinks.
Top Rank, which has the
rights to promote Spinks next
three fights, with an option of
three more, will file suit
against the WBC and
Sulaiman in federal court in
Las Vegas in a couple of
weeks, Arum said. He added
the papers will be served on
James E. Deskin, a WBC vice
president, who lives in Las
Vegas.
Arum admitted Spinks did
agree in a letter to the WBC
that he would obey an edict
issued by the group last_won that fight on a split
November that, should he beat decision.
first defense against Norton.
But, a memorandum
prepared by counsel for Arum
contends "-. even if we should
- construe Mr. pinks' letter as
constituting an agreement to
theltdict it would he of no
binding force. One cannot
legalize an unconstitutional
act by agreeing to it."
Arums claims the action of
Sulaiman and the executive
committee is an illegitimate
and arbitrary assertion of
power.
"I don't think the American
public is going to accept the
action of a Mexican dictator,"
said Arum.
-It always leaves a bitter
taste in our mouth to dethrone
I charnpiOn-,"‘-said Siitalthan:
"But boxing as a sport should
be governed by laws and
regulations over and. above
business interests."
Under the edict agreed to by
Spinks and Ali before their
fight, Spinks had until last
Friday to -agree to a Norton
fig_ht_with a promoter of his _
choice. Failing that, purse
offers would be -accepted-and
opened April 7, with the
highest, bidder getting the
fight. +.
Sttlaiman said the executive
council voted to act Saturday
because it was.,obvious there
could be no purse bidding
since Spinks is tied to Top
Rank, and Top Rank has an
agreement with CBS that the
network would pay 81.55
million for the right to televise
Spinks' first defense against
anyone but Ali.
Experienced Laurel County Gets
Easy Win In Girls' Title Game
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) -
Experience took its 4 toll ' on
Breathitt County's girls'
basketball team as Laurel
County's Cardinals
methodically rolled to their
second straight state. cham-
pionship.
The Bobcats held three
early leads, the last at 5-4, but
Lisa Collins' 18-foot jump shot
put the Cardinals ahead for , West Hopkins, the Bobcats
good at 6-5. When the dust went to the wire with Ashland
settled, Laurel County owned before pulling it out, 70-68.
a 6348 victory, its 29th of the Their 66754 victory over
Season agairist -three losses. Barren poun t if Saturday
All that remained was the morning pitted them against
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Notre Dame has a chance to
become the first school ever to
win national championships in
"It was practically" im- football and 'basketball In the
possible for us or Butler to win' same year, but basketball
because we had to beat the Coach Digger Phelps sayihe's
best teams in the tour- happy just to be in the
nament," Bowling said. semifinals.
Breathitt County, which "The rest is gravy," said
ended its season at 31-2, may Phelps, whose Fighting Irish
have had in easier path to the earned their trip to St. Louis
finals, but, got there in con- by beating DePaul 84-64
vincing fashion. Sunday in the Midwest
After a 68-52 victory over Regional final. "To make it to
the final four is just un-
believable. All we've been
living for is this moment."
Next in line for.the.ishis.
Atlantic Coast Conference
champion Duke, a 90-72
ceremonial net-cutting. the taller, more powerful winner  over Villanova in the
"I've never been this happy Cardinals. East Regional final. They'll
in my life," said Cardinal - meet in the opening game of
Coach Roy Bowling. "What Bobcat guard Irene Moore, the Sernifinili doubleheader in
makes it so sweet is winning winner of the J.B. Mansfield St. Louis on Saturday, with
with the draw we got." Award for leadership, con- Kentucky taking on Arkansas
.Laurel County indeed had a tinually had to hurry her shots in the nightcap. •
rocky road to the finals. - against the pesky, -Cardinal The winners meet Monday Phelps thak time-jniiis post-
' The Cardin-a1S-Ta7R-Te-Ofed-a----defense-She""hit--lust-sevenof  'ifight for -the--NCA*--elial gantreomments-topraise Ray
23 held goal attempts and was60-52 _victory over Louisville 
Butler and supercenter Janet Breathitt- Couifty'S only
d-oublefigure scorerivith-16:- --McNew. There followed a 66-
56 Victory over Paris, last
year's runner-up. -A hard-
earned 55-52 semifinal victory
Saturday, afternoon over
Louisville Assumption vaulted





the _Spinks' letter of
agreement was given to the
council in bad faith ... and the.
World Boxing Council was not
informed until Feb. 17, two
days after Spinks won the title
from Muhammad Mi, that
there was a contract with
CBS, Top Rank, Inc., and
Spinks," said Sulaiman.
"We would be committing
fraud to have invited bids on
the fight when Spinks is
already committed to one
promoter."
Spinks has said that his first
defense would be against All.
Norton was immediately
recognized as champion
rather than the title being
declared vacant, Sulaiman
said, because the. WBC had
decided that the winner of a
15-round bout between Norton"- -
and . Jimmy Young would
become champion if then-
champion Ali should fail to













'Sharon Garland was deadly
inside throughout the game
for Laurel ColInty, scoring 21
points. Forward Sharon
Combs added 14 and Collins
12.
pionship.
A On Saturday, Kentucky
qualified for the final four_ by
edging Michigan State 52-49 in
the Mideast , Regional while
Arkansas trimmed California
State-Fullerton 61-58 in the
West Regional. -
Top-ranked Kentucky has
the best record of the four
semifinalists at 28-2.
Arkansas, rated No. 5, is 31-3;
Notre Dame, No. 6, is 23-6, and
Duke, No. 7, i 26-6.
Notre Dame is a perennial
football power, having won
seven national titles, bat the
School's basketball program
was never as strong until
Phelps took over as coach in
1971. Since then the Irish have
compiled a 137-64 record and
made the NCAAs in each or
the past five years.
Notre Dame trailed DePaul
by eight points in the first half
and led by just four at in-
termission. Kelly Tripucka's
basket put the Irish ahead to
stay 47-46 with 11:48
remaining and started a 22-8
burst that broke the game
open.
"We fell We riust had to go -
after them," said Phelps.
"Then after we got ccintra
and momentum, we were in a
position to be patient -and
work."
Meyer, the 64-year-old DePaul
coach who captained Notre
Dame in thelate 1930s. -
"Ray Meyer has done so
much for colleke basketball,"
, said Phelps. "As far as I'm
concerned, Ray Meyer is the
coach of the year."
Tripucka led Notre Dame





Notre Dame Team To Beat?
Yes, no and no.
The questions: Is Kentucky that good, can Arkansas beat
the 'Cats and will Kentucky win the national chain-
pionship?
AN:out three weeks agoove at the Murray 1,,edler & Times
got together one snowy day and Made our predictions for
the NCAA Tournament. They went like this:
Publisher Walt Apperson picked UCLA, managing editor
Gene McCutcheon went with UK, circulation manager Ted
Delaney said Arkansas, news writer Lowell Atchley said
Kentucky and sports editor Mike Firing Line, or whatever,
said Notre Dame.
Of course, since everyone knows the sports editor is Irish
and a Notre Dame fan before he learned to tie his shoes
(which was more than three weeks ago), then there could
be a bit of bias is part.
However, ar team that can anhandle DePaul in the
manner Notre 1ame did Sunday hui to be considered as thy
team to beat. It s quite likely DePail would give Kentucky
 Aeck of a game and Arkansas should play the 'Cats close.
But if Notre Dame can get past Duke, then look for the
classic confrontation in the national championship game.
When Kentucky beat Notre Dame earlier this season, it
wasn't on a nuetral floor. It was at Freedom Higl and that's
neutral to the same degree as the WU Sports Arena is for
Murray High or Calloway County.
The Irish may have played the toughest schedule in the
nation this year and lest we forget the two wins over UCLA,
one of which came in Pauley Pavilion.
For those hoping for a UK-Louisville confrontation, we'll
just have to wait for a few more years or until UK finally
scored in double figures:
DePaul center Dave Cor-
zine, playing rlespite a
dislocated finger, was limited
to 17 pointa. -
"This made it painful for
him to catch the ball, but I
thought he put on a
courageous performance,"
said Meyer. "But the Notre
Dame depth wears you down
and I doubt if it would have
made any difference."
Duke raced to a 21-point
lead in the first half and went
on to rout Villanova in the
final of the East Regional as
Jim Spanarkel scored 22
points and Mike Gminski had
21. Spanarkel called Duke's
fast break Its key to victory. -
"We came out fired up,
looking for the fast break, and
that was the turning point,"
the junior guard said.
"We put everything
togetheia" said Duke Coach
Bill Foster. "They missed
some shots early and we were
rebounding with a vengeance.
We had four hands on the-at-II
sometimes."
Duke outrebounded
Villanova 40-30, and the
Wildcats never did solve
Mike's hustling zone defense.
Duke shot 65 percent from the
field to 42 percent for
Villanova.
"We don't get behind too
often and make a big game of
it," said Villanova Coach
Rollie Massimino.
"Everything Duke shot went
in. We had to play catch-up."
Kentucky dn9pped behind
scored 18 points. "We just kept"
fouling the wrong player."
-Guard Ron Brewer led
Arkansas to a 39-24 halftime
lead over Cal State-Fullerton,
but the Titans' 4.11-c9urt prAss
helped them rally for a 58-57
lead.
Brewer connected from the
top of the key, giving him 22
points and Arkansas a one-
point lead. Arkansas forward
Jim Counee missed the first of
a one-and-one foul situation
with 13 seconds to play to give
the Titans one last shot, but
Keith Anderson of Cal State-
Fullerton had the ball batted
away as he drove down the
lane. Counce hit a layup at the
- Niger for the final margin.
That put an end to the
Cinderella story of Cal State-
Fullerton, which came into
this tournament unranked and
unheralded but won wide
respect by upsetting
nationally ranked New Mexico
and San Francisco with great
second-half rallies.
_Coach Bob Dye svaa_prou_d
that his team put on another
second-half Surge against
Arkansas, even if the Titans
came out on the short end.
They never quit and stayed
ih the ball game despite t-
almost being blown out in the
first half," said Dye. "If I
coach a hundred years I could
never be more proud of a
group of kids than these
guys."
gives in and decides to play Louisville.
Actually, it would have been good public relations for UK
if they would have played Louisville this season because
even with the talent, U of L just isn't capable of playing with
Kentucky. And if the 'Cats would have played them and won
by 15 points, then it would have laid asideallthe talk.
Cage Notes
Ron Greene Will make his first appearance as MSU coach
before the press in Louisville Tuesday.
Greene, lured from Mississippi State to take the post at
Murray, will meet the press Tuesday afternoon at the
Executive Inn West.
Sources close to the university indicate that both of
Greene's assistants, Mike Dill and Steve Newton, will ac-
cept the same posts at Murray State.
The success of next season will be decided in a big part by
what transpires over the next month. Already, a few
players are signing conference letters of intent and the
national date is Apri115.
Murray will be able to sign at least seven people and
possibly more, depending upon how many players on the
squad plan to transfer.
In another basketball-related development, the Evan-
sville Courier & 'Press reported in its Sunday edition that
former Murray State coach and athletic director Cal Luther
is one of the seven finalists for the job at Bradley.
Luther holds the honor of having won four consecutive
times at Bradley, something no other college team has ever
accomplished.
lc igañ a e 29-22 at
halftime before 'guard Kyle
Macy rallied the Wildcats by
hitting 10 free throws in the
second half and scoring nine of
his team's last 11 points.
"Macy was the difference,"
said Michigan State Coach
Jud Heathcote of the transfer -
student from Purdue who
AUTO RACNG
PHOENIX, Ariz. -- Gordon
Johncock, driving his backup
Wildcat racer, stretched his
string of consecutive victories
in Indianapolis style racing to
three with an easy triumph in
the $90,000 Jimmy Bryan 150.
Johncock finished with a
victory margin of more than
two miles over teammate
Steve Krisiloff while A.J. Foyt
was third.
Free For Th.e Asking!
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE















NOW MANY MORE DOLLARS
W. YOUR REAL ESTATE CAN BRING!
, 753-4342 
Now!
A new way of living...
$19,900 to $63,500.
Just for you.
Bend of the Rivers. Condominiums. Year
round homes. Contemporary architecture Tall,
stately trees. Tennis courts. Super-size '
saimming pool. The Pub for entertaining.
Nestled on beautiful Lake'Barkley
' All that. . . plus more!
Consider an efficiericy studio apartment -
Living room, wood-burning fireplace, kitchen,
dining area, bath and pull-down bed. Makes a
groat second home. .
Or you can purchase an elegant ,3
bedroom, 2 1/2 bath townhouse. Plenty of





On the shore of beautiful Lake Barkley.
Then we have one bedroom apartments.
two bedroom With either one or two baths.
whichever suits your fancy.
Remember our professional management
handles complete outside maintenance. You're
never involved in mowing. cutting, painting or
raking leaves again. Fantastic!
Come by and spend a few 'minutes. But
be 'prepared to stay awhile. It will be worth it.
For you and your family. Here. At Bend of the
Rivers. "
r iM 11111 MS MS Eli




mt. am um No um No im um ow Id
'loin South on Kentucky Highway 810 between Kuttawa and
Barkley Dam just follow the signs.
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Pistons Crush Bulls,
Celtics Romp Nuggets
By The Associated Press
is as familiar to a referee as
his striped shirt and whistle.
Travel complications are
another story.
Referee Ed Rush was
scheduled to work Sunday's
.National Basketball
Association game at, Detroit
between the Pistons and




Not one to let that stop him,
Rush drove to Cincinnati. He
chartered a plane, landed at
Detroit City Airport and got to
Cobo Arena with the help of a
police escort. Rush had,
however, missed the first half.
He didn't miss much, if you
ask Bulls Coach Ed Badger.




Two members of the
Murray State wOmen's track
team placed in the Indoor
National _Championships this-
past weekend '• at the
University of Missouri.
In the 60-yard dash, Karen
Wilson of the Racers was fifth
in 7.1 while in the high jump,
Murray's Cindy Farrand took
fifth with a 5-5.
A total 'of 38 schools were
represented in the meet.
The Lady Racers open their
outdoor season with a dual
meet here Thursday against
—Southern -1-14in
The field events will begin at
2:30 p. m. while the track
events will start at 3 p. m. The
meet will be held in Roy
Stewart Stadium and there is
no admission.
worse first half," said Badger
Bulls 112-92. "Our movement
was nonexistent."
Badger tuyed with the idea
of calling a practice for his
Bulls Sunday night after their
return to Chicago, "If I can
find the gym."
The Pistons got 26 points,
from Eric Money and 25 from
Chris Ford to remain in
contentitin for a Western
Conference playoff spot. The
Bulls got 23 points from Artis
Gilmore and 18 from Mickey
Johnson, but never pulled
closer than 14 points in the
second half.
In the other NBA games
Sunday, Boston hammered
Denver 122-95, Philadelphia
rallied past New York 125-118,
Phoenix downed Cleveland
123-112, Kansas City bested
Buffalo 122-108, Seattle sur-
prised San Antonio 116-98,
Milwaukee tripped
Washington 117-106 and Los
Angeles beat Atlanta 101-87.
Maravi0 Report
NEW ORLEANS i.AP)_ —
Pete Maravich says his
performance during practice
today will determine whether
he returns to action for the
New Orleans Jazz in its game
Tuesday against the New
Jersey Nets.
Maravich hurt his knee Jan.
31 when he attempted a 'trick
pass during a game against
Buffalo. Last week, he was
bedridden with flu and said
Sunday he still is trying to get
his strength back.
Maravich said he was. sore,
during his light workout-
Sunday.
Jazz Coach Elgin Baylor
said if Maravich is healthy
enough to return to play, he





Preventive maintenance with due regular Sanitone drycleanutg care
adds years to the life of your beautiful ,drapenes And saves you the cost
of replacing them before you're ready
Right now as a special introductory offer
to OLP Sanitone drapery cleaning care, you
can save 20% of the regular cost of having
your drapenes cleaned Bring them in today






Bring this coupon with your
order, please. Offer Expires 3-3-78
  COUPON . 
Boone's
Laundry & Cleaners
The Cleaners Interested /n You
605 Math 753-2552
MSU Track Teams Opens
With Dual Meet Loss
The Murray State track
team opened its outdoor
season by dropping a 78-65
dual meet at Southeast
Missouri Saturday.
Racer coach Bill Cornell
attributed the loss to lack of
depth and sprinters.
None of the performances
were that impressive. An
extremely tough wind and
rather poor facilities hindered
both times and distances.
In the field events, Murray
had two wins. Everton Cor-
helius wan the long jump with
a 22-7 while Axel Leitmayr
took first with a 6-10 clearance'
in the high jump.
In other field events. Stan
Simmons and Jeff Hickman
had the only second places
with a 52-4 in the shot put and a
46-6I-2 in the triple jump
respectively while third
places came from Keith
Forton with a 13-6 in the pole
vault, Simmons with 160-11
effort in the javelin, Andy
Vince With a 48-10'4 in the shot
put and Simmons with a 134-2
in the discus.
Murray's best pPrforrnaru-s. 
in the track events came in the
mile-run where the Racers
recorded a sweep of the three
top spots as Dave Warren,
Dave Rafferty and Martyn
Brewer all crossed together in
4:19.4.
Murray also had wins in the
440-yard dash, the 880-yard
run, the three-mile run and the
mile-relay.
Pat Chimes won 1w quarter
in 51.2 while Brewer won the
half in 1 :56.7 .and the three-
mile run, Odlin and Brewer
'crossed together in 14:41. and
Richard Charleston made it a
sweep with his third-place
finish of 14:54.8.
In the mile-relay, the
Racers won by just .1 second
and finished in 3:27.3. Runnitt
legs were Marshall Crawley
52.5, Pat Chimes 52.2, Dave
Rafferty 52.2 and Dave
Warren 51.4.
Winning secant places in
the meet were Mitch Johnston
with a 59.6 in the intermediate
hurdles, Pat Chimes with a
1:57.9 in the half-mile and
John Holloway with a 19.3 in
the 120 high hurdles. .
Third places went to Keith
O'Meally with a 51.8 in the
quarter and Richard Fowler
with. An ILI1 in the 109-meter
dash.
The Racers will have a
home triangular meet in Roy
Stewart Stadium Tuesday.
Tomorrow's field events will
begin at 3:30 p.m. while the
track events will begin at 4
p m. The Racers will be
running Western Illinois and
Evansville.
On Wednesday, senior
Martyn Brewer will be run-
ning in the open 5,000-meter
run at the Florida Relays.
Several other members of
the MSU track team will
arrive later in th4 week to
participate in Friday and
Saturday events.
In field events; Everton
-Cornelius will be in the long
jump; Leitmayr in' the high
jump and Simmons in the shot.
put and discus.
In the track events at the
Florida Relays, Dave Warren
will be running in the in-
vitational 800-meter run, Pat
Chimes in the invitational
1,500 meters, Jerry Odlin in
the invitational 5,000 meters
and Brian Rutter in the in-
vitational 3,0 0 0-meter
steeplechase.
The two-mile relay team,
the distance-medley relay 
team and the four-mile relay
team will also be running in
the meet.
Spikes On Verge Of Comeback
With Tigers, Phils Rip Cards
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
In 1972, Charlie Spikes was
one of the prize hitting
prospectS in the New York
Yankees' farm system.
In 1973, he hit 23 home runs
for Cleveland, most for an
Indians rookie in 23 years.
In 1974, Spikes was on the
verge of stardom with a .271
batting average, 22 homers
and 80 RBIs.
Question: What has Charlie
Spikes done lately?
Answer: Not much.
But the 27-year-old slugger
may be ready to fulfill some of
his early promise, with a new
team. On .Friday, he drove in
six runs to help Detroit defeat
the Boston Red Sox. And on
Sunday, his three-run homer
off Lerrin LaGrow in the
bottom of the ninth inning
gave the Tigers a 5-4
exhibition victory over the
Chicago White Sox.
After batting only .229, .237
and .232 for Cleveland the past
three years and spending part
of 1977 in the minors, Spikes is
--waging a torrid battle with
Tim Corcoran for the Tigers'
right field job. Spikes leads
the team with 11 RBIs while
Corcoran is second with 10.
Another one:time wun-
derkind came through in fine
fashion Sunday. Cleveland
left-hander DavieClyde had a
shaky first inning, walking the
first three batters he faced..
But he squirmed out of that
Jam with just one run and _
gave up only one hit and no r,
more runs in four innings.
- Even though the Padres,
with Gene Richards driving in
five runs, trounced the Indians
8-3; Clyde's showing gave
_Manager Jeff Torborg
something to smile about. The
22-year-old former Texas
Ranger phenom, who has
become Torborg's personal
renovation project, was
coming off a solid, one-hit
performahce in his last outing
and is given an outside shot at
becoming Cleveland's fifth
starter and long relief man.
A Cleveland 'B' squad had
better success, downing the
University of Arizona 5-3 as
Horace Speed homered.
Philadelphia reliever
Warren Brusstar not only
blanked St. Louis over the
final three innings but also
slammed a bases-loaded triple
to highlight a five-run 10th
inning that gave the Phillies a
7-2 victory over the Cardinals.
Bo Diaz tripled home the
winning run in the 12th inning
to give the Boston Red Sox a 5-
4 victory over the New
Yankees while Gary Carter
doubled twice and Ellis
Valentine homered to lead the
Montreal Expos over I,4)s
Angeles 7-5 despite three
Dodger homers.
The Seattle Mariners ended
San Francisco's eight-game
winning streak, getting run-
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opened its home se<i'n
Saturday with a 6-3
Iowa.
Iowa is expected to fini,t :10
lower than third in the hi :11
and possibly even as
second.
In the singles play, 511:
won two matches. 16
Felix of the Racers won
and 6-4 at number ont
Jeff Schatzberg while at
Murray's Jan So,
defeated Eric Pepping t ,
6-2.
Losses for Murray came
two where Chris Leonard fell
2-6, 6-3 and 4-6 to Tom IL
mann, number three Ati,,re
Roger Berthiaume lost
and four to Greg Hodgrildr ,
number five where jt.'ff
Leeper lost 6-2, 6-7 and
Tim Jacobson and number \
where Tom Lie fell 3-6 ar-H
to_Mark Morrow.
In doubles play, Fel; \
lost 6-3, 5-7 and 0-6 at 1 ,r'
Hodgman-Holtmann and
three, Soegaard and -51
Costigan lost 0-6 and
Schatzberg-Morrow.
Murray's win in the clout)
came at the second p00::
where Leonard-Leeper
2 and 7-5 over Peppt'l-
Jacobson.
Murray will host Marqu.
Tuesday at the MSU Ter,,t;,
Complex with action set 1 , 1
begin at approximately 3 p "
scoring hits- from George
Mitterwald and Julio Cruz in
the fifth inning and nipping the
Giants 3-2.
Dennis Leonard became the
first Kansas City pitcher to go
five innings — he yielded two
runs and six hits — as the
Royals downed the Toronto
Blue Jays 6-3.
The Texas Rangers edged
the Atlanta Braves 3-2 on
rookie Pat Putnam's two-run
pinch homer in the ninth in-
ning for their ninth success in
10 spring games and George
Foster's fourth exhibition
homer, a tworun shot in the
ninth inning — helped the
Cincinnati Reds turn back the
New York Mets 8-5.
The Pittsburgh Pirates
suffered their ninth setback in
10 starts when Baltimore's
,Mike Flanagan, John Flinn
and Tim Stoddard held them
to three hits in the Orioles' 4-0
victory. Sam Perlozzo's bases-
loaded single in the eighth
inning lifted the Minnesota
Twins over the Houston Astros
6-5. -
Rance Mulliniks scored
from second base on
Milwaukee shortstop Robin
gyount's two-out error as the
California Angels defeated the
Brewers 2-1 in a 14-inning
game..
The Chicago Cubs got a two-
run double from Steve
Ontiveros and four scoreless
relief innings from Dave





Mina Todd of Calloway
County High School has been
selected to the All-Purchase
Basketball Team.
The coaches around the
First Region rank the players
in the region and-Voles are
tallied with the top 10 vote-
getters, composing the first
team.
Todd, a 5-10 sophomore,
averaged 18.9 points per game
and finished sixth in the
voting. She had two first place
votes.
Others on the team are
Donna Sledge of Fulton
County and Tammy Simmons
of ',owes (tied for first place in
the balloting 1, Jill Hart of
Lewes, Liz Wegleeki of St.
Mary, Rhonda Hamilton of
Heath, Linda Shelby of Wingo.
Andrea Morris of Sedalia,
Sharon Smith, of , Marshall
County and -Teri Burton of
Lone Oak
North Carolina State To Play
Texas For NIT Championship
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK AP) — North
Carolina State's Wolfpack had
one longshot chance to win.
So what did they do? Why,
they gave the ball to their
hotshot, of course.
-We certainly picked the
right guy to shoot," said North
Carolina State Coach Norm
Sloan after watching Clyde
Austin sink Georgetown with a




came at the buzzer in over-
time and provided the Atlantic
Coast Conference team with a
dramatic, 86-85 victory and a
berth in Tuesday night's NIT
finals. The Wolfpack will meet
17thranked Texas, an easy 96-
76 conquerer of listless
Rutgers in the other semifinal
game at Madison Square
Garden.
Austin's running, long-
range shot capped a wild
opening game in which the
Hoyas had taken an 85-84 lead
just six seconds earlier on
Craig Shelton's three-point
play.
"If Shelton had missed his
foul shot and we had gotten the
-rebound," explained Sloan,
"then we would have called a
timeout to set up a play. But
otherwise, I just thought it
best for Austin to bring the
ball down as fast as he could
and shoot.
"He brings the ball up the
floor for us all the time. He has
the best speed and the best
moves on the team, and he can
dodge_ any defender. in  his
way. Plus, he has a fine shot."
Austin, who says he once
threw in an 80-foot shot in a
high school game, didn't
waste any time against
Georgetown. Barreling
through the Hoya defense
. while a sellout crowd of 18,504
at the Garden raised the roof
with its clamor, he let fly just
after crossing the midcourt
line.
"It was just luck, that's all,"
said Austin. "But I knew it
was in all the way once I let it
go. I didn't even have to look."
Austin, his two fists raised
in the air to signal the winning
basket, was immediately
flooded by teammates.
"I started to cry when the
ball went in," he said later.
Georgetown Coach John
Thompson could have cried:
too, but obviously foc a dif-
ft rent reason.
"I Was hoping the shot
wouldn't go .in," said Thom-
pson. "He took the shot we
--wanted him to take, though.
He has good wrists and good
quickness."
For a while there, it looked
like an overtime wasn't
needed to win in this game.
With the help of John Duren's
J7 points and 12 more by
Shelton, Thompson's strong
indepe_ndent from
Washington, D.C., had built a
42-35 halftime lead over North
Carolina State. Later, the
Hoyas rolled it up to 49-37
early in the second half.
Then, something happened.
North Carolina Statieswitched
from a zone defense to a man-
to-man.
"That's where we missed
Derrick Jackson," said
Thompson about the Hoyas'
all-time leading scorer who
has been out action the past
couple of weeks with a
bleeding ucler. "We just didn't
have the quickness to match
up with them."
Hawkey Whitney led North
Carolina State with 26 points
while Kendal Pinder had 25.
The Hoyas *ere led by
Duren's 26 points and
Shelton's 25.
The second game wasn't
nearly as magnetic —
especially after Texas turned
on its marvelous outside
shooting power early in the
second half.
The co-champions of the
Southwest Conference held a
tenuous 54 49 lead with 16
minutes left, but then out-
scored the Scarlet Knights 21-8
behind Tyrone Branyan. 'he
husky forward scored eight of"
his 24 points to power the
Longhorns into a runaway 75-
57 lead with 9:23 left:
Texas Coach Abe Lemons
said Afterward he had -no
scouting report on Rutgers,"
but-obviously he didn't need
one after his sharpshooters
got through. The Longhorns,
one of the best shooting teams
in the country, made 57 per-
cent of their field goal at-
tempts.
"I'm surprised We won so
easily," said Lemons. "But in
that second half, Rutgers kind
of overplayed us and we took,
advantage of their mistakes.
The Scarlet Knights also let
the Longhorns shoot. -
"They gaye us the outside
jumper," said Texas' Ron
Baxter, who scored 19 points,
"and we took it."
Jim Krivacs, whom Baxter
calls "the best shooter I've
ever played with," and
Branyan BISQ showed good
form from the outside.
Krivacs scored 25 points and
Branyan wound up with 24.
"Texas played just super,"
said Rutgers Coach Tom
Young. "Our first half was
adequate. The rest of our
game was lousy. We didn't
shoot well at all in the second
half. I can't say enough about
Texas. We would have needed
to shoot 80 percent to beat
them tonight."
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES





or Cap 1 NAME
Collect ADDRESS
502. :PHONE
II BEST TIME TO SEE
522-6488 1 
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Member Trigg Co. Chamber of C.oniniorco
and Ky. W•StlIfN Watortand
Twin-lakes Homes & Garages
P.O Box 669, Hwy 68 West Cada, Ky Phone 1 -502-5M-648g
New Owned & Operated Steve Emery & Neer Themes
Shift into 5-SPEED
a great new action casual!
A natural for today's casual scene is Jarman s
new 5-Speed casual. Styled in rugged suede
leather atop a unique 5-Speed action snip
Start making'your tracks in
Jarman's exclusive 5-Speed!
raham & Jackson
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
Downtown Murray.
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Atchley By Lowell Atchley
Classroom
Commandments
The 1978 Kentucky General
. Assembly is history now with a final
rush of parliamentary jockeying this
s past weekend..
Some bills like Laetrile teacher'
..‘ollective bargaining, Workmen's
Compensation. abortion, and measure
like ERA, stood out in this '78 session.
But, one measure introduced in the. 
HouseHouse Bill 1561 caught n4 at-
tention—the bill requires the posting of
copies of .the Ten Commandments in
school classrooms.
renieniber..lone - kid in our seventh
grade class having- to write the com-
mandments a thousand times after
school for some misdemeanor -he'd-
done. -
The idea behind HB 156 may have
merit. But, can you imagine the
following 'class session in the not too
distant future:
—OK. Listen uti class.
I've just returned from Mt. Frankfort
in Kentuckyrand where our most
learned and esteemed Legislators have
- deemed these Ten Commandments of
The Classroom shall be place in a
prominet location in our classroom.
They need to be placed where you will'
read them everyday.
That is why I'm thumbtacking them
below the clock...
Heed these Commandments of the
Classroom for I want all of you to be
upstanding, wise; quiet. ..QUIET!
Now, The most learned and esteemed
IR-gislatoes inaccibed on two tablets of
stone this House Bill 156 bearing these
cornmandments. Closeth thy mouths
for a moment and I will read them.
Number One. Thou shall have no
other book before you in Math 101 ex-
cept Fundamentals of Mahematics.
Hermie, put that ,comic book_
.awa.y...Susie, "Seventeen" is too
sophisticated for you. And Jack...
ahem, leave that magazine you're
showing the guys on my -desk when
class ends.
Commandment Two. Thou shall not
make graven images on desktops with
pocketknives. If you're caught making
the graven images, the principal will
imprint the image of a paddle on your
behind...
Number Three. Thou shall not take
the name of the teacher in vain.. at
least during class.. What you Say about
me on the playground is your business.
But, don't let me find out. I still grade
your papers you know.
Four. Honor thy father and mother.
They're not stupid. They've had Math
101, too.
Commandment Five. Thou shall not
kill time in the hallways between bell
changes.
Six. Thou shall not commit
adult...Ahem...Let thy father and
mother explain that one...
Number Seven. Thou shall not steal
old math tests, the teacher's copy of
Fundamentals of Mathematics or the
teacher's calculator.
Commandment Eight. Thou shall not
bear false excuse. I'm no dummy. I can
spot a forgery a mile away.
Bible Thought
"The word of the Lord endureth for
ever. And this is the word which by
the gospel is preached unto you."
I Peter 1:25
The durability of God's Word is
its effectiveness over the millennia
And the Bible teaches that the Lord
of the Word is lust the same today as
He was yesterday and will be forever
Number nine. Thou shall not covet
they neighbor's desk.. just because his
is by the window and he can look out-
side when I'm at the blackboard.
Ten. Thou shall not covet thy
teacher's desk ... just because mine is
larger and because I have a swivel
chair.
Now, class honor these Fom-
mandrnents of the Classroom. The most
learned and exteemed 'Legislators






As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state- and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State-legislators may be reached
in F'rankfott when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the' State. Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses- of stole legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes




Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
qaestioas.and solve problemsfast-li.
you have a question or problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.You will receive
a prompt reply, but you must include a
stamped self-address envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband has
recently passed away. I have four
children who are all grown and married
and have children of their own. I have a
large savings account and I do not want
tied up in probate after I die.
My oldest daughter has been named
executor of my will. I also want her
wishes to prevail with regards to this
account. Is there anything I can do to
make it easier for her to withdraw
money from my savings if I die sud-
denly or become ill? C.S.
-A. -The-first thing to do is this case is
to get the advice of your attorney. This
is because she or he can more easily
see your entire financial picture and
decide what is best for you.
Here is one possibility for you to
consider: Establish a trust account at
your bank, and name your daughter
beneficiary to this account. Talk to a
person in trust department of your local
bank about specific conditions.
Along with the trust account, which
will allow you full control over this
while you are alive, you might grant
your daughter power of attorney so that
she can handle your affairs if you
become incapable of doing this. This
assures that your daughter would have
access to your account if you become..
To sign your daughter as a joint
owner of your savings account may be
practical for the moment, but some
problems may develop later. For one
thing, in the event of your death,
anyone can contest her ownership of the
account. And if you were the source of
most of the money in the account, it
may be easy to establish her
ineligibility to the claim.
With the combination trust account
and the grant of power of attorney, you
probably won't have the account
probated. But, as in the case with any
legal problem, consult an attorney to be
sure you cover all aspects of gift and
inheritance laws pertaining to your
situation. Generally each state's laws
vary.
HEARTLINE: I am 58 years old and I
am a widow. I am drawing my widow's
benefits from the Civil Service Com-
mission as my husband always worked
for the government. I have met a
gentleinan whom I have been seeing for
'quite some time. If I decide to marry
him, what will happen to my pension
from civil service? J.T.
A. If you decide to remarry before the
age of 60, then you will lose your entire
Civil Service Survivor's Annuity.
Remarriage after the age of 60 will not
terminate your Widow's benefit. If you
do decide to remarry before age 60 ( and
lose your annuity), your benefit can be
reinstated if your remarriage is ter-
minated by death annulment, or
divorce and you pay back the lump sum
if any) that was paid to you upon
termination of the annuity.
HEARTLINE: lam 48 years old and!
am working for a trucking firm. I have
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest:
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent Writers.
Address- correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times:43ot 32, Murray. Ky. 42071.
to do quite a lot of heavy lifting.! had a
fall doing work at home about one
month ago. My backs feels terrible and
I do not know if I Can Continue to work.
Can you tell me what I need to do to
apply for Social Security disability?
C.S.
A. The first thing to do when applying
for Social Security disability is to make
sure that you meet all of the requir-
rnents. Here are the four basic
requirements for Social Security
disability:
1. You must- be "Fully insured"
under Social Security.
2. You must have at least 20 quarters
of covered earnings under Social
Security in 40 consecutive calendar
quarters ending the quarter in which
your disability began. In other words,
you must have worked five years out of
the 10-year . period immediately
preceding your disability.
3. You must have supporting ob-
jective medical evidence showing that
your disability will prevent you from
doing any substantial, gainful work.
4. Your disability must be expected
to last or has lasted) for at least one
full year or be expected to result in
death.
If you do feel that you are eligible
based on these requirements, go to the
closest Social Security office to apply.
Make sure that you take with you the
medical evidence (doctor's statenlient)
of your disability.
A statement by a physician that a
'person is disabled is not controlling for
the purpose of meeting the disability
requirement of the Social Security Act.
When you apply for Social Security
disability, your local Social Security
office will send your claim to an agency
in your state which is under contract to
determine if you are disabled under the
law. This agency will consider all the
facts in your file. They will request
medical evidence from your physician,
hospital, clinic or institution where you
have been treated.
Your physician is asked to report the
medical history of your condition (such
as what is wrong with you, how severe
your problem is, what test results have
shown and any treatment you
received). Your doctor is not asked
whether you are "disabled" under the
,Social 'Security law.
Heartline has developed a book that
explains simply provisions of the Social
Security program. Heartline's Guide to
Social Security can be obtained by
sending $2 to: Heartline, P. 0. Box
11934, Chicago, Ill. 60611.
HEARTLINE: I am 67 years old and I
draw my Social Security income. I also
work part time. Last year I earned
$3,000 working part time in my neith-
bor's business. He deducted taxes from
My pay check. My question is do I have
to file a return with the I. R. S..? K. C.
A. Since you are over age 65 and your
income was less than $3,700 in 1977. by
law you do not have to file a return with
the!. R. S. However, since taxes were
taken out of your pay, you would be due
a refund of all the federal taxes you
paid. And, in order to receive refund,
you must file a return. .
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- by Marjorie NI, Major
What is Lent and why do we observe
it? Lent takr, its name from-an old
English word meaning "spring." It
begins with Ash Wednesday and ends
with Palm Sunday. Ash Wednesday
derives its name from the ashes of
burned palm branches saved from the
previous Palm Sunday which are used
by the priests to bless the penitents with
an ash mark-on their foreheads on this
special day.
Formerly Lent was primarily
observed by Catholics, Anglicans and
Episcopalians but today Lenten ser-
vices are observed in most all 
denominatiOns as people have come to
realize that the Lenten season is a
preparation for Easter.
Historically, the 40 days of Lent have
been observed in many ways. For
example, St. Benedict in the 6th C. in-
structed monks in serious study of
it4ktian faith in the weeks preceding
East eh .During the Victorian period
some theological students draped their
rooms in black velvet. Although some
people considered this a show-off tactic,
it did create an atmosphefe for
thoughtful meditation on the meaning
of the Cross.
In modern times, Lent for 'Catholics
has meant a period of self-denial, in-
cluding a series of "don'ts" don't eat
meat, don't get married and don't over
induldge in any manner. These
restrictions have been modified but
perhaps all of us should pattern our
lives in this Lenten season as a time of
"does"-do a favor for someone, visit a
shut-in, call or write a friend not seen
for a while or volunteer for a civic or
church responsibility. These ideas of
"doing- are not new-they are really
today's story of the Good Samaritan.
Our 'actions 'can mate Lent a
meaningful experience.
PASSOVER
The Seder, observed in Jewish
homes, is a symbolic expression of
Thanksgiving built around a family
meal. It commemorates the
PASSOVER of Jewish homes marked
by the blood of a lamb when the first-
born in Egyptian homes were smitten
on the eve of the exodus of the Jews
from Egypt.
The ritual of eating unleavened bread
and lamb killed by priestly rites, in;
eludes a traditional ceremony. The
eldest son reverently asks his father its
meaning and the father relates the
story of the first PASSOVER. Jesus is
reguarded as the sacrifice
foreshadowed by the; paschal lamb.
When capitalized in literature, the
Paschal Lamb refers to Christ.
HOLY WEEK
Palm Sunday signifies the end of
Lent and the beginning of Holy Week. It
was first celebrated in the 4th C. by the
Christian,. Church in Jerusalem in
commemoration of the triumphal entry
of Jesus into . Jerusalem as the
. multitudes strewed palm branchs in
His way and shouted, "Hosanna!
Blessed is the King of Isreal that
cometh in the name of the Lord."
Long ago this joyous Palm Sunday
festival began at the Mount of Olives
and paksed from one church to another
with the bishop taking the part of Jesus
and the children waving palms and
singing. During the Middle Ages the
priests began the ceremony of con-
sercrating the palm branches and
Catholics cherish the blessed fronds
and take them home as they are con-
sidered tokens of good.
In addition to religions traditions,
Easter is enriched by secular customs
associated with mating and. marriage.
For instance, in Finland Palm Sunday
is known as Willowswitch Sunday.
Children cut swatches of willow, deck
them with ribbons and lightly switch
eligible young ladies to wish them rich
marriages. On Easter Sunday, the girls
reward the children with candy and
other goodies. In Ireland, young
bachelors who escape marriage before
lent are shaken • with salt "to • preserve
them until next Shrovetide" _which is
the three days preceding Ash Wed-
nesday. _
- the Meal-i-n-the-Uppei-Room ser-
vice, observed in many Protestant
churches-- rodaY, emPhasizei- the sad-
ness and solemnity of Holy Week. It is a
symbolic meal, eaten- in silence and
without tableware, while prayers are
said, scriptures are read and hymns
are hummed by leaders. The menu
consists of grape juice, roast lamb,
unleavened bread I matzo l, endive ( for
the bitter herb moror ), cheese, dates,
and nuts (haroses.) Twenty centuries
.ago Jesus, in celebrating the Passover
with his disciples, re-shaped the ritual
to Christian purposes.
On Maundy Thursday the impressive
service of Tennebrae is often observed.
The OffiLe of Tennebi ae dates back to
the 8th C. and represents; in a dramatic
way, the darkness which fell over the
earth as Jesus Christ was crucified.
Tennebrae is a Latin word meaning
"darkness" or "shadows" and the
readings and musical selections of this
service speak of the shadows which
darkened Jesus' way during Holy
Week. This service is held in *a dimly-
lighted sanctuary.
Maundy Thursday, commonly called
Holy Thrusday, is celebrated in com-
memoration of the Last Supper and the
washing of the disciples' feet by Jesus.
In England it was formerly the custom
for the sovereign to wash the feet of
twelve poor persons and bestow gifts
upon them on Maundy Thursday. In the
Catholic Church, bishops or priests
often washed the feet of twelve altar
boys and the Pope in Rome would wash
the feet of twelve bishops. All of these
acts were to portray humility.
Good Friday is the anniverasry
established by religious bodies as a
memorial of the crucifixion of Jesus
Christ. The observance dates from the
time of Constantien who prohibited all
public affairs on that day. It is a legal
holiday in the British Idles and many
businesses voluntarily close during the
traditional three hour service, from
noon to 3:00 p. m. , commemoratin
Christ's agony of the Cross.
Although Easter is now a universal
holiday, the proper time to celebrate it
was long .in dispute in the Christain
Church. The early Christians ot the
East considered Easter as an extension
of the Passover which was celebrated
Easter a week later. Finally the Council
of Nice in 325 AD decreed that Easter
should be the first Sunday after the full
moon ( the 14th day of the calendar
moon) which appears on or next after
March 21, the spring equinox. This year
Easter is March 26 but it can be as early
as March 22 or as late as Aprii 25.
The name Easter is thought to come
from the Hebrew word pesach meaning
Passover. Also associated with the
name is Eostra, goddess of dawn,
spring and fertility. It was an ancient
belief that each spring an egg
descended from heaven and was hat-
ched by doveS. Then out of it came
Eostra who brought the sun's warmth
to earth and ended winter. Until the 4th
C. Easter was less a religious rite thatn
a continuationof secular beliefs relating
to spring and new life.
Eggs, the symbol of new life, are
associated with Easter in several ways.
Ethiopian Christians considered ostrich
eggs symbolic of both the Resurrection
and the Virgin Birth. It was thought the
ostricii left its egg in the sand to be
hatca by the sun, representing the
Creator. Colored Easter originated
with the Persians and coloring them
red symbolize the blood of redemption.
Easter festivities in Mexico center on
the destruction of Judas. Effigies of
him are hanged or burned on the day
before Easter. In FloPence, Italy 4
white oxen were used to draw an or-
namented cart of explosives and when
ignited the sound meant good crops.
The tradition of rising with the sun or
Easter morn comes form a peasant
belief that those who witness sun-up
will be blessed with rich foruten, good
health and fair crops. The present
version of this belief is exemplified in
many sunrise serives. The Sun God of
Mexico and the swItlial in the temple at
Stonehenge in England are examples of
Man's searching for the Creator of Life




Cathy Harris, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Harris, was named as Most
r y e ac y o
Calloway County High School. Named
as Most Outstanding Senior Girl and
Boy were Yvette Watpin, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Watson, and Stan
Key, son of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Key.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Harvey
Oswalt, age 75, W. L. Cunningham, age
75, and J. C. Phillips, age 52.
Scott Diuguid, ion of Mr. and Mrs.
James phiguid or Murray, has started
his second term of work at the Army
Missile Command Center at Huntsville,
Ala.
Shirley. Cochran, Trudy Lilly, and
Melanie Boyd of Murray have been
named as officers of the Gamma Xi
Chalker of Alpha Gamma Delta at
Murray State University.
Duff Erwin, Eugene Jones, and
James Harris were elected as new
officers of the Lynn Grove AALIL,
Farmer Class, W.1:1. Brooks, teacher.
•
20 Years Ago
Formal groundbreaking for Murray
State College's Student Union Building
was held yesterday with Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, president, and H. Glenn Doran,
Murray, member of the Board of
.Regents, turning the first spades of
earth on the site of the $900,000 building.
Deaths reported include Noble
lovins, age 45. _
Betty Charles Bondurant, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Bondurant, has been
awarded a _ graduate '1 research
assistantship in foods and nutrition at
the College of Home Economics al
Michigan State University, Lansing.
The annual style show was held
March09 by the Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club with Mrs. C.
C. Lowry as narrator.
Leslie R. Putnam has returned to
Murray after spending the past month
working for the Salvation Army_in_
„Watacha, Ill.
30 Years Ago
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of
Murray State College, has been granted
a three months' leave of absence to go
on an educational mission for the U. S.
State Department to Greece as a rural
training specialist.
Approximately 2,550 residents of
Murray and Calloway County were x-
rayed during the last two weeks when
the x-ray trailer unit was here, ac-
cording to Dr. J A. Outland, county
health officer.
Betty June Drinkard, daughter of
Mrs. Lila Drinkard, was married to
James E. Coleman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest Coleman, on March 13.
Sue Cunningham, Ted Barnett, Betty
Smith; Carolyn Vaughn, Letricia
Outland, Wanda Farmer, Conley
Taylor, Aleda Farmer, and Jeanne
Mueller are members of the cast of,the
program, "The Challenge of the Cross"
to be presented by the Wesley Foun-
dation of the Methodist Church on
March 22.
The Brewers Redmen beat
Shelbyville to advance to the semi-




By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 20, the 79th
day of 1978. There are 286 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1941, Yugoslavia
agreed to peace terms with Germany in
World War II.
On this date:
In 1602,-the Dtitch East India Com-
pany was formed.
In 1828, the Norwegian dramatist and
poet, Henrik Ibsen, was born.
In 1852, Hari-iet Beecher Stowe's
influential-nOvel about slavery, "Uncle '
Tom's Cabin," was published.
In 1942, General Douglas MacArthur
made his famous pledge: "I shall
return.- He had fled from the Philip-
pines to Australia as the islands were
invaded by Japan.
In 1963, a jetliner owned by King Saud
of Saudi Arabia crashed in Italy, killing
18 people. The king was not aboard.
In 1967, former U.S. Vice President
Richard Nixon was making a private
visit to Moscow.
Ten years ago: Former U.S. Marine
Commandant David Shoup told a
Senate group that a real U.S. military
victory in South Vietnam was not pos-
sible.
Five years ago: Greek police stor-
med Athens University and forcibly
evicted' students demonstrating for
academic autonomy.
One year ago: India's Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi lost her seat in
Parliament in national elections and
ordered the lifting of a 21-month-old
state of emergency.
Today's birthdays: Actor Michael
Redgrave is 70 years old. Retired
broadcasting executive Frank Stanton
also is 70.
Thought for today: Not to teach your .
son to irialt‘ialikeTteadiEng him to steal
— the Jewish Talmud. -
4
Once or twice a year Radio Shac
the time is NOW. Different items i
ronkm to 50% and more.. galore!
You'll enjoy hours of fun with computerized
vehicles, 2-way walkie talkies at special Man-
ager's Red Tag Sale "buy the pair" savings,
popular TV games and lots more. Buy now for all
your kids' gift needs throughout the year and
save like never before!
RADIOS
Variety of styles for every listener. Choose from-
convenient pocket radios, AM/FM clock radios,
even those cuddly animal radios that children
and adults love. Look for the Managers'Aed Tag
and save while prices are slashed!
MULTI-BAND41ADIOSwith os s
Keep in the know with portables that tune in
police*, fire, emergency services, weather up-
/ dates, even CB road and traffic reports. A world
of information is waiting for you at spectacular
savings during our Manager's Red Tag Sale!
• Mobile Use ,ri Some States and Localities May Be Unlawful or Require a Permit — Check systh
Local Aythormes
Pocket-size and mobile models that tune the ac-
tion of police,* fire and emergency services on
UHF and VHF. bands. Come in now and save on
these great Manager's Red Tag specials!
• Motaks Us• in Sonar State. and Localisms May Be Unlawful or Require • Permit — Check with
Local Authorlbea
tell
nagers really clean house, and:
rent stores, but savings on elec
two-week only rent, so hurry!




WHEREVER YOU LIVE, WORK OR PLAY,-THERE'S A RADIO SHACK STORE NEAR YOU!
HOURS
Olympic Plaza Mon.-Fri. 10-7
12th Street Saturday 10-
6
Closed Sundays
isten to your favorite cassettes while you drive.
An entertaining savings idea during the store-
wide Manager's Red Tag Sale!
CB/WALKIE-TALKIES
9 E
Wide selection of life-saving CB's and multi-
channel 2-way CB walkie-talkies for instant
communication when you need it! You'll depend
on them in any weather and Nave big money now
during the Manager's Red Tag Sale!
SPEAKERS
Kits, tweeters, even space-saving hi-fi speakers
to deliver super sound. The Manager's Red Tag
means you save on sound ideas at Radio Shack!




savings on Home 









, CB and hi-ft now  The 
bargains maystore to 
store, but
each store 
selection manager has a hugeof gains Red Tag Sale ba)--slashed 20%, 30%, 40%,
50% and 
todayl even more Hurry in
ache Ihaek
MOSt .lema alSo avarlable at
Radio Shack Dealers Look for the
Dealer sign in your neighborhood
At Hardin Grain
Hardin






Scrambled eggs and bacon
A' ere on the Kentucky Farm
liureau Congressional Tour
:norning menu, but the far-
oers visiting Washington
\larch 1 actually had Califano
for breakfast.
oThe well-known secretary of
health, education and welfare,
Joseph -Califano, -Was chewed
up, spit out and completely
rejected as Kentucky's
representatives and senators
took turns criticizing the
federal government's new
anti-tobacco campaign before
the 140 Kentucky farmers in
attendance.
"We're going to confnt
him at every turn," said -Bill
Natcher„ a Democrat. who
represents the state's Second,
District in the House. Natcher
holds important posts on two
House appropriations sub-
committees, one of which
oversees funding for
Califano's federal health and
welfare agency.
Natcher pledged to work
against any appropriations
which would damage the
tobacco economy of the state.
Califano's plan to set up a
federal office of smoking and
health, with a first-year
budget of $23 million, will




committee seat is on the
Agriculture Department
appropriations panel. That
group is currently examining
President Carter's proposed
USDA budget, and Natcher
was highly critical of the
decision. to exclude tobacco
research funds from the fiscal
1979 repuest.
A sizeable portion of the
funding had been earmarked
to the University of Kentucky
in previous years for research
into health-related aspects of
tobacco production.
Natcher said he was par-
ticularly peeved that the




state, but nothing for Ken-
tucky. He pledged that the
funding would be restored to
the budget when his sub-
committee completes Work on
the document.
Republican Tim Lee Carter,
a Tompkinsville native, said
President Carter is the key to




from tobacco states should
rt,
PX 74••
Great Corn For Your Best Land
tVith land prices and production costs where they
are today, sou can't afford to plant anything less than
a great corn on es cry acre. 74 is just the hybrid
you need. I ast-drying P.\ 74 has topped the 200-
bushel s odd mark bs impressive margins.
Come in and see tor \ourself ...get your IA 74





Farmers are Saving Money!
Many area farmers who have taken advantage of the
Group Hospital Insurance through Bennett tor
Associates are saving up to $150.00 per year.
4at the facts before the Farming Season starts.
tlennett & Associates
203 S 5th St., Murray, Ky.
759-1486
"goon over to the White House
and tell Cousin Jimmy
fCarttq) to help us out. He's
the one whci-Makes Uncle Joe
Califano walk and talk, and




Kentucky Farm Bureau is
opposing a bill now before the
Kentucky legislature that
would alter the method for






before it be granted to them.
Under the current system,
Kentuckians are
automatically granted no-
fault coverage, unless they
specifically reject the
benefits.
A KFB spokesman said the
change would be extremely
costly to insurance companies
in the state, which would be
required to change all existing
policies to conform to the
proposed statute. Farm
Bureau Insurance, one of the
largest auto insurers, would
have to spend some $1.5
million to effect the change,
the spokesman said.
In other legislative action,
the Senate has combined two
measures to reduce farmers'
sales tax burden and passed
the amended legislation. The
bills would eliminate the 5 per
cent levy from the purchase of
on-farm grain storage
facilities, and on fuels which
are subject to federal excise
tax refunds.
Observers say the House,
which previously had ap-
proved both bills in separate
votes, is likely, to pass the new
combined measure and send it
on to the governor for his
signature.
Another bill, HB 517, would
cancel an existing law that
prohibits use of large farm
trucks except in a 50-mile
radius of the home farm. The
new Teasure would allow the
trucks to travel anywhere in
the state and still qualify for
licensing as farm trucks at 40
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May 1 is the target date for
final argeement by the
Council for Burley Tobacco on
an experimental loose-leaf
burley marketing program for





mended that the KFB Board of
Directors consider • for-
mulating its own loose-leaf
program if the May 1 deadline
passes without final details
being agreed on by the
council.
A committee representing
all factions of the loose-leaf
controversy is currently
considering options -for an
educational program in-
volving producers in the eight
burley-producing states for
the 1.978-79 marketing season.
Represented on the panel are







Association and the National
Farmers Organization.
Agreement has been
reached by the group on some
details of a 1978 program,
sources say, but discussions
are said to be continuing with
reference to the number of
pounds to be involved in the
overall project, as well as the
pounds each individual far-
mer would be able to package
and sell in loose-leaf form.
If the secretary of
agriculture approves' loose-
leaf burleyjor federal grading
and price supports, these and
other questions wOuld be
moot, one spokesman said.
Then it would be up to the
individual farmer to decide
the amount of tobacco to sell
looseileaf and the package he
wishes to use.
DAIRY AWARD—Hugh Palmer (right) and Mrs. Palmer stand outside their milking
area with a trophy they won in Kentucky Dairy Record Association competition this




To what does Kirksey dairy
farmer Thomas Hugh Palmer
attribute his success as an




Palmer, of Route 1, Kirksey,
has won top honors for out-
standing efficiency in milk
production through • the
Kentucky, Dairy Records
Association.
His 39 cow herd averaged
18,751 pounds of milk per cow
and 709 pounds of butterfat per
cow to take top division honors




production was the highest
among three division winners.
By comparison, the average
dairy cow in the state
produces about 8,800 pounds of
+ilk per year.
The award marks the first
time a Calloway County
Holstein herd has won in
statewide competition.
Palmer calls his farm a
husband and wife operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer do all
the milking, feeding and
production record keeping.
The Palmers have been dairy
farming since 1947 and started
in Grade A production since 4
1959. They started keepipg
milk production records in
1968.
In that year, the Palmers,
with 30 cows, averaged 12,253
pounds of milikper cow and 496
pounds of butterfat per cow.
Palmer's top cow this year
produced 24,657 pounds of
milk and 826 .pounds of but-
terfat PIA 305 record keeping
period. Another top cow  
produced 937 pounds of but-
terfat.
Last year, a herd belonging
to the Blalock and White farm 4
in Calloway County won top
honors in the Kentucky Dairy
Records Association.
'77 Tobacco Carryover
Should Have No Effect
Carryover tbbacco from the
1977 crop should have little or
no effect on the 1178 tobacco
price support program, ac-
cording to an economisLin the
UK College of Agriculture.
"Farmers with tobacco
production exceeding 110 per
cent of their allotment can do
either of two things with the
excess," says Milton Shuffet.
They can store carryover at
home and sell it at market
next year, or they can take it
to the warehouse and put it in
storage, agreeing now on the
price they'll receive for it next
year."
Shuffett says that, either
way, the only real effect of this
'year's carryover will be to
reduce the amount the farmer
will grow to meet his allot-
ment next year.
The economist says that
carryover from the 1976 crop
into thaJ977 marketing season
was abOK 17 million pounds,
with Kentbicky contributing
most of that 'esacess. He says
this year may' that much
carryover again, ut points




Shield for you too
Ronnie Ross
210E. Main




from Extension $pscialists at
the UK Colley of Ailricultwo
Some canned hams are
marked "perishable and must
be stored in the coldest part
of your refrigerator for safe




ice. Once opened, eat up the
ham within three to five days.
Leftover meats kept too long
are often the culprits in cases
of food-borne illness.
Store leftover foods in the
refrigerator immediately,
especially ham, turkey and
other meats. Don't leave
them sitting out, warn UK
Extension food specialists.
"Staph" germs often present
in meat can multiply fast at
room temperatures. Reheat-
ing will not kill the toxin that
can develop from "staph," so
don't take a chance on food'
borne illness.
Feeding Heifers For
Calving At Two Years
Calving heifers at two years
of age instead of three is a
profitable move because it
gives the beef producer more
calves from a cow during her
productive lifetime. But to do
it, heifers have to reach sexual
maturity early enough to be
bred at 13 to 15 months of age.
This is where "target weight
feeding" comes in as a key
step to make calving at two
years of age work, says Curtis
Absher, Extension beef cattle
specialist in the UK College of
Agriculture. He explains that
the weight of a heifer in-
fluences when she will the
into first heat, as well as her
-age and breed.
In herds with a wide
variation in weaning weights,
Abaher recommends grouping
replacement heifers on the
basis of weight. Then feed
each group differently so that
all the heifers will come close
to the target weight for their
breed at 13 to 15 months of
age.
Recommended target
weights are 600 to 650 pounds
for lightweight breeds, 650 to
700 pounds for nrediumweight
breeds and 700 to 750 pounds
for heavyweight breeds. At
these weights 80-90 per cent of
the heifers will be cycling so
that they can be bred.
To determine the feeding
level for each group of heifers,
subtract their average
starting weight from the
target weight, Divide this'
amount of gain needed by the
number of days for heifers to
reach 13 to 15 months of age to
find out the average daily gain
necessary to hit the target
weight at breeding time.
County extension agents for
agriculture have` 'more
detailed information to help
you select a target weight for
your breed or cross and on
feeding levels to achieve
different rates of gain on
heifers.
Research conducted in
Montana shows the fin-
portance of feeding heavy and
light heifers separately,
Absher points out. Conception
rates were 90 per cent for the
heavy heifers and 79 per cent
for the light heifers. But when
all were fed together, con-
ception rates dropped to 80 per
cent for the heavy heifers and
to only 60 per cent for the light
heifers.
All the light heifers fed
separately exceeded their
target weight and A per cent
reached sexual maturity ' at
the start of the breeding
-season. When fed together
with heavy heifers, 79 per cent
of the light heifers were 63
pounds under their target
weight and only 60 per cent




body growth and regulation
of body function has long
been recognized, but, re-
cently, work has shown that
protein also is important for
the body's ability to ward off
or fight infections. The Na-
tional Live Stock and Meat
FARMERS!


























to look for when
you're looking for
TRACTOR VALUE
Ford Lawn & Garden Equipment 














See: Cary Brandon or Frank Hurt
Sales - 759-4895 Hours: 8-7, Sat.
Service 753-9482 • Hours 8-5, Day Sat.


















































For Different Lawn Grass
Home owners who fertilize
'their fescue or bluegrass
lawns this spring and summer
are opehing the door to
surnmerkill from disease,
insect and drouth stresses.
"Nitrogen fertilizer should
not be applied at the same
time for all grasses," cautions
A. J. Powell, Jr., Extension
turf specialist in the UK
College of Agriculture.
"Fescues and Kentucky
bluegrass grow best during
cool weather, so fall and
winter nitrogen fertilization is
best."
Powell says that after heavy
Is The Weather
Too Bad For You
To Make A Trip To Town?
We
sumly the solution
Can't get out to make
a deposit today? No
problem. Now we're as
close to you as your
nearest mail box! You
can do most transac-





spring rains, it may be
necessary to fertilize lightly in
late spring, but cautions
against fertilizing to the point
at which weeds such as
crabgrass are encouraged and
desirable grasses are
weakened.
According to Powell, ber-
muciagrass and zoysiagrass
require an entirely different
nitrogen program. These
grasses, primarily grown in
western Kentucky, grow best
in hot weather and need late
spring and summer fer-
tilization.
Powell's recommended
fertilizer program for Ken-
tucky bluegrass and fescue
lawns includes: application of
1 pound of actual nitrogen ( NI
per 1000 sq. ft. in September;
1-1/2 pounds from October
through mid November; 1-11/2
pounds from mid November
through January; and 0-1/2
pound again from mid May to
mid June.
"A number of specialty turf
fertilizers containing high
nitrogen, low phosphate and
medium potash levels can
supply these nitrogen needs,"
the specialist says. He
recommends these levels for
continued use unless your turf




mends a March or April ap-
plication of 1-1/2 pounds N per
1000 sq. ft.; another 1-1/2
pounds in May or June; and 1-
11/2 pounds again from July
through the middle of August.
The high nitrogen-low
phosphate - medium potash
fertilizers also are recom-
mended on these grasses
unless the turf suffers from
phosphate in potash
deficiency.
Contact your County Ex-




the dollar may be
down on the
farm.
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reastIlg f.,t -Th,re are onk Iwo wars 1,
odse the pn 4.11her f• IMportS who hwe
po.babl, r an I 1.r 111, rease exports. .hi, b we
A,',,11,1,11 otwst







61 5 rnillion pgv.,,I• 1,5,4 tor Lia Whin,
n expee, Thal enl, •one renth 'of ..ne.
. ..„., .1. , pee ent .ithrt. hand .111 inv.,'
at..., Vt. mo4 h a, S




Fart, in. wit.. tr.., tit trim, 4'2I,, ,4 7'
I•ri It,. •sprnao, fon•,171 ern tint
17.• 1:7.111171,17.7411,...iwiti
f.11.17 pnitista t5 it-Alti 911 171/67.44111Lait-
n ten,/ tit better a. n.Jentanyli rts nArwl th.• p. hr. pftiett,t,tr.
Anrrit on ittrnirs einti t /nem t •tit
anti our et onornal 'Out.. as ;richt is e
rgiCt 
• nfilbm the. re•esuse
.s tritsight int it,'
,00tisi • tanill. 1-tr,r, • Frmiistin Ina
••ti,• I•• i•t. +fix Ana ••4i•1 ..r hro %fmnes 1..wen t.0315
heeet p•,in krld hitt, rat.. • it 
dual nd
If the farmer is to continue in
invest i•la5beL4iroj5fctlYi1l,....1"assure our domestic food supply
and alleviate our all-important
balance of trade situation. ways.-
must be found to give !ha! farmer
a reasonable return on his risk
capital and his considerable
labor:Otherwise. the American
dollar will drown in a river of
imported oil.
Nano, 11/4,116606




MEMBER OF THE MONTH — Marty Wyatt, son of M.
and Mrs. John Wyatt of Almo Route One, has been
chosen as FFA Member of the Month for February by
the Calloway County Chaptqr of the Future Farmers of
America. Wyatt was chosen as a result of winning the i•
chapter creed speaking contest and will represent the
Calloway Chapter at the Purchase Region FFA Day
Creed Contest on March 21 at Murray State University.





farm Operations will be
allowed to enter some farms
in the set-aside program and
grow the set-aside crops on
other nonparticipating farms,
without loss of benefits on the
complying farms, according
to Glenn Crawford, chairman
of the Agricultural
Stabilization & Conservation
( ASC ) committee. However,
the normal crop acreage




rule for the program
previously required that all
farms on which the producer
was owner or operator be in
compliance with set-aside and
NCA regulations. The ASCS
official said the Department
had received hundreds of





Impact Of Farm Strike
Is Hard To Judge
Kentucky advocates of goals
of the American Agriculture
Movement vow to cut their
spring planting in half, and the
success of that effort may
show how widespread the
farmers' strike is in the state.
The impact of the strike,
which has stretched through
the winter months, has been
hard to judge, since farming
activity is curtailed by
necessity during winter
weather anyway.
A spokesman for the state
Agriculture Department said
this week that sales of farm
machinery and fertilizer have
slipped recently. But, he said,
that could be due as much to
the weather as it is to the
farmers' strike.
The bulk of the state's
farmers who are participating
in the strike are in western
Kentucky, the state's leading
grain-producing area.
And strike leaders there,.
while optimistic, aren't
making firm predictions of
how successful their 50 per-
cent planting curtailment will
be.
"The talk is real good," said
Jerry Crawford in a telephone
interview from the Mayfield
AAM office. But, he added.
"You can't really say until the
time comes."
When farmers who haven't
decided what approach to take
see other farmers reduce their
planting, "I think.the majority
will go along with it.".
Crawford said.
Although there has been
little farming activity during'
the past few months, striking
western Kentucky farmer--
haven't been idle.
Some have traveled to
several states and to the
,nation's capital to proinf,:,,
their cause, and four ssr It ,
involved in a recent I ,r,-
frontation with Texas pol''
on a bridge across the
Grande.
Whether those efforts
result in higher farm pr
remains to be seen.
The last two winters
• 
*MISS YOUR PAPER? -
Seitseribetir-wht bens net
received dun Ileum ilolivorsel
copy of The Merely Wale 8.
Ti... by S:311 p.n. Meedirt
Friday ar by 3:30 p. n. se Sow
days are weed to ad 753-1916
between S:311 p. a. and 6 p.m
Meitilay-friday, Of 3;30 p.m
end 4p. 111.Ssturdsys, 5. isuar•
disliveri el de newspaper. COI
east be plated by 6 p.n. mai
days if p.n. lahordays to
- parentes delivery:
done little to make life easy
for ,Kentucky's livestock. The
Winter of '77 brought record




problems for Kentucky far-
mers and those in nearby
states in feeding their
livestock, and hay shortages
were reported periodically.
To help ease the problems,
the state Agriculture
Department set up an
persons.. owning and-or
operating two or more farms
will be eligible for program
benefits on participating
farms provided the NCA is not
exceeded on non participating
farms when a crop subject to
set-aside is planted on such
farms. "Other farms in a
multiple operation not
planting set-aside crops will
not be required to plant within
their NCA, and the crops
grown on these farms will be
eligible for program
benefits," Crawford said.
NCA crops include barley,
field corn, sorghum, rice,
wheat, upland cotton, oats,
rye, soybeans, flax, dry edible
beans, sunflower, sugarbeets
and sugarcane. Volunteer
acreage of those crops which
are harveisted for grain is
included. However, crops
grown for cover or green
manure are not included.
Agricultural officials
estimate the offsetting





During that process the
state discovered that, to sell
hay outside Kentucky: it had-,
to be graded, and nb- one in
Kentucky qualified as a hay
grader, a department
spokesman said this week.
The solution to that
problem? A hay grading
school, conducted this -week in
Louisville by the U.S. and
state agriculture depart-
ments.
Farm Profit Bulletin 037e:
Use equipment which
pays for itself quickly
Spray till ink orporate and plant in the same trip with d
ely Koierra and I elv STIP Sy stem"" You II eliminate
thcee Sicom.entional farming trips or $c) per at re I ely STIP
Ss sternim oy% fief report ,,ields greater • than their
neighbors and k mint% ‘Rerages ‘iti let s add a ( on spry at tve
IR T1 old Int rease ot sis bushek A1t $2 it) per bushel that 5
15 per acre c'orehined the trip savings and yield will pay for
a 4 lb I ely ST IP "o,sterrilaatter only 91/1 as rev of operation
Imagine the ink orne ink lease with higher Itie Imps
See a demonstration of the I elr itoterratt and the
s,ste,n'v
'bull learn to save trips and hank on the results
McKeel Equipment
Co., Inc.




Dependable, high yielding Hybrid Corn for your local area.
Good news travels
fast. That's why so many
growers in your area are
now planting Ring
Around hybrid corn.
They've heard that Ring
Around hybrids are de-
pendable and consist-
_ently produce big yields.
Fact is, Ring Around
varieties are developed





began a step ahead with
its new hybrids, the
result of the very latest
corn technology. RA





Murray, Ky. 7534451• .„
15
An important new hybrid. RA 1501 yields
best at NO populations and high fertility
levels II has upright leaves, a strong, tall
stalk medium ear Placement and fast dry
lown
A.15
Equally as exciting as RA
1501 this premium n Single
cross hybrid also yields best 4
I at high plant populations and
fertility levels It has upright
leaves, strong stalk and fast
dry down It is medium tall





A A. • .1\ 41.• a
. A.




Tito lonosion of ref linty enclJeCnevir ruched to rych beg of ,Ring Around b•and yftd 4 pio of the teffns •
are the result of intensive
testing and research.
,With high yield ability
bred in, they develop
strong stalks and excel-
lent ears even at the
highest plant popula-
tions. All our hybrids
have to measure up to
Ring Around's tough
standards before they are
put on the market.
You can depend on
what you hear about
Ring Around. We stand
behind every bag of seed
we sell.
CD Ring Around
The fell line seed coinpasy
with the wowing reputation.
d COntlIfinris •-•1 that 7.4 • '' • or
•
4






WE SALUTE THE AMERICAN FARMER
& STOCKMAN ON THE OCCASION
OF AGRICULTURE DAY, MAR. 20
Thanks to him we live better and eat better than any other nation in the
world. He's our greatest provider...and our greatest pride. Join us in




















































Hwy. 94E Phone 153-1215
Willir
li Implement
IndustrW Rd. ...,.. .
CO.
753-1310
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Legislature Pumps New
Money Into Education
FRANKFORT, Ky. tAP —
The 1978 General Assembly












So. 1216 - 753-0035
f vv. reAws41 S.. 11..
Kentucky, with huge amounts




One arose from confusion over
the financial impact of
eliminating so-ealled bonus
units and the implementation
of a competency testing
program for pupils.
And, Kentucky teachers
once again fought un-
successfully for a collective
bargaining bill.
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tr by 1. 'Wed F,,tu re :syndicate. Inc
funding for elementary and
secondary education included
large pay raises for the state's
teachers, increased benefits




classroom units for vocational
and special education students
and establishment •of a
program for gifted children.
The Legislature also
expandedfunding of the power
equalization program, which
is designed to eliminate
discrepancies in the tax-
generating powers of rich and
poor school districts. The
General Assembly began the
 program in 1976.
Also approved was a
proposal by the ad-
ministration of Gov. Julian
Carroll to establish a state
School Building Authority
with the power to issue
revenue bonds to aid local
districts construct school
buildings.
The separation of church
and state also generated
considerable debate during
the 1978 session. The
lawmakers passed a bill to
provide free textbooks for
private school students, but
provided only a token ap-
propriation to set up a possible
court test of such action.
Another measure that may
face a court challenge would
require the display of a copy of
the Ten Commandments in
school classrooms. The copies
would have to be purchased
with available private funds.
A bill to strip the state of its
power to regulate private,
Christian schools was sup-
ported by A vocal rally in the
Capitol Rotunda, but tbe
measure failed to get out of a
House committee.
And the state's educational
statutes were also
"house cleaned" through a
number of bills designed to
remove outdated, conflicting
and unconstitutional laws. The
bills were recommended by a
special interim study com-
mittee.
BEETLE! I TOLD YOU TO
WASH THE WINDOWS,
SCRUB THE GAR9AGE










Clay McLean, composer and
singer, will present a concert
at the Murray State Univer-
sity Maranatha Center, 1112
Olive Street, Murray, on
Wednesday, March 22, at
7:30 p.m. McLean from Gulf-
port, Miss., has appeared in
concert throughout the
United States and Canada
singing his hit song, "Plenty
of Time." His music and life
story have been featured on
nationally syndicated
television shows such as the
PTL Club, Trinity Broad-
casting and the Chris Panos
Show. The concert is open
to the public and there is no
charge, a center spokesman
said.
Ford Transmissions Under
Scrutiny Of Safety Commission
DETROIT (AP) — Dozens
of motorists have been run
over, dragged and crushed
against buildings by their
Ford cars, trucks and vans.
Six were killed, 39 others
injured. Federal safety in-
vestigators want to know why.
The National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration
has started an investigation of
5.3 million Ford vehicles
assembled from 1973 to 1978
which may have automatic
transmissions that shift on
their own from park into
reverse.
According to the agency's
files, the apparent defect may
have been responsible for at
least 114 accidents in the past
five years.
According to a Ford
document supplied to the
agency last month, the
company knew of 171 ac-
cidents, 72 injuries and five
deaths "allegedly attributable
to inadvertent transmission
shifting" in models containing
C-6 transmissions since their
1966 introduction.
"Because there are deaths
And accidents and injuries,
and they all seem to have a
relationship to the automatic
transmission, it appears that
there is an alleged defect,"




UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY • COLLEGE OF
• The great naturalist John
Burroughs once wrote: "He
who marvels at the beauty of
the world in summer will find
equal cause for wonder and,
admiration in winter." And
this is true. While a season of
simplicity, winter is not with-
out its beauty. SnoW softens
harsh lines and clothes all
immobile objects tit royal
cloaks of ermine. There's the
magic of the winter nioon. At
/WE INTERRUPT OUR
REGULAR PROGRAM









I'M TRAIN.NG FOR —HE
MARATi-lON RACE IN THE 1980
cit_yrviPICS •
45 THE KILLERS' HOU5E13OAT
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no other time of the year
does it• appear so large, glow
with sui:11 wonderful purity,
or reach Such SW ficiethA
11111111111Jil•/11. Although stein,
dark, arid foreboding. the
wooded hills are not witlioat
a t ractoin. With naked
branches ot trees etched in
sharp relict against' The sky._
these hills appear in broodiiig.
phantasy which is _enough to
cause the nature lover to
-pause and gasp in meditative
wondei
Cronuffled by vegetation,
sounds are sharper in winter.
The boom of the hunter's gun
or the musical ring of the
woodsman's axe, can be heard
from much greater distances.
And while the bird sympho-
nies are gone from the woods,
much remains. Rigid
and tense andbare, twigs on
the trees become like strings
on a With the wind
serving as a bow, they play
strains as stirring to the




of winter, appeals to the
sentiment and the sensei But
cast in a more austere mold.
winter appeals to the intel-
lect - more to the head than
the heart. Psychologists Nay
severe studies and disciplines ,
come easier in winter and
one is less inclined to be
tolerant or cater to his own
weaknesses.
Despite its keening winds.
piercing cold, frostbite and
other accompanying incon-
veniences, there is much more
that can be said for this
brumal season. Without it we
could nevet truly appreciate
or so truly enjoy tht. glories
oh the other 111l/le gentla end -
seductive phases of the year
At no other tune of the year
does the home seem so snug
or the rocker inure conitort-
able . Slumber is more
profound and resttul and
(pod appeals trim(' t. , the
palate.
The pomp and pageariiiy -
o I pr Trig. S1111, trier and
autumn are swept awas .
leayine obis essential cIL'
merits stkh as d,is and rich
But beaws icrnaicrs as evi
den,ed by 1 .lie  t "spie-
words.. -It's all aiound our
paths. It hot our v., Add ul
eyes can I race it amidst
jantiliat .things and through
their lowly guise'
the safety agency's office of
defects investigation.
The agency said Ford was
not ordered to recall any of the
vehicles because the apparent
defect has not been precisely
'identified.
The investigation involves
Ford Torinos, Elites, Thun-
derbirds and LTD Its; Mer-
cury Montegos, Cougars and
Lincolns; and F100, F150,
F250, F350, Econoline and
Bronco light trucks.
All the vehicles have
engines with at least 351 cubic
inches of displacement. Their
transmissions are of the C4 or
FMX types.
The agency started an tn
vestigation of vehicles with C-
6 transmissions in November
after reports of the six deaths.
When it Was later determined
that half the fatal accidents
involved FMX transmissions,
the investigation was ex-
panded.
GOVERNOR jUUAN M. CARROLL accepts the first sheet of Easter Seals to kick-off
the 1978 Easter Seal Campaign from Mary Kathleen Sullivan, also of Paducah. joining
the Governor and "Kathleen" is Smith D. Broadbent, jr., Cadiz, chairman of the Ken-
tucky Easter Seal Campaign. The six-year-old Easter Seal Child learned to walk while
attending the West Kentucky EastecSeal Eenter in her home town.
LEST YOU
Wierray Ledger & Times
WIVES
MERCHANDISE
What's the difference between a busi-
ness that advertises in the newspaper
and one that doesn't? The answer's
easy ... SALES! You can expect to get
more of them, because when you place
an ad with us (at a lower cost than any
other ad Medium) you'll get to shout
your message to our entire circulation!
Make your move to Newspapers now!
Mirrray Ledger & Times
); 4th St Phone 753-191Q'
e.
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2 Notice
Reduce safe R. fast with
GoBese Tablets t E-Vap
"water pills" Holland
Drug, 109 S. 4th.
FOR WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.















Murray State University is accepting proposals
to establish a contract for all materials, labor
and necessary equipment to completely
renovate the areas damaged by the February 27,
1978 fire in HesterHall Dormitory. Proposal
g_indelines may be picked up at the Purchasing
Department, General Services Building, Chest-
nut St., Murray, KY, no later than 4:30 p.m.,
March 24, 1978.
All proposals must be received in the Purchasing
Dept., Murray State University, in a sealed en-
velope prior to the Bid Opening of April 10, 1978
at 10:00 a.m. in the Bid Opening Room. All
inquiries to be made to the Director of Pur-
chasing Mr. Drane Shelley, 5621 762-2703:
MURRAY POLICE
DEPARTMENT
is accepting applications for the
position of records clerk. Ap-
plications must be in the office of





bring us,yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking




Management position can be yours after 6 mon-
ths specialized training. Earn $20,000 to $40,000 a
year in management. I will start you with up to
$1,000 a month guaranteed, send you to school for
3 weeks, expenses paid, train you in the field of
selling and servicing esta¢Wshed accounts.
To qualify - 21 or overiTAve car, bondable, be
sports minded, ambitious, career minded. Call
for person interview
Lanny Parrott, 442-7341,
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday






















Poison Control . 753-7588
SONO( Citizens . 153-0929
Needline-  753-NEED











blessings? If not, call
753-0984 for Bible
chapters and verses of
God's blessing and how
you may receive them.
SABRINA LESUE




She invites all her
friends to call for an
appointment
753-2511
WHAT WE DO BEST is
care. Needline. 753-6333.
WILL DO BABYSITIING






as a Plasma donor. Rh
negative persons who
have had Rh in-
compatible pregnan-
























and Tuesday, March 20
and 21 from 8 a.m. 'to 5









necessary. 5 day week.
Send resume with ex-






Box 188AY, Albany, Mo
64402.
LOST BLACK and white '
female German
Shepherd. In vicinity of
Glendale. Call 753-7425
LOST TWO BEAGLES
MALE DOGS. If found
call 437-4170.
LOST NEAR Donelsons
Grocery 1 young spotted






must be experienced in
bookkeeping, Must be






nesday March 20, 21,
and 22. Murray Supply
co. 208 E. Main. No
phone calls please.






No other need apply.
Call 753-0984.
KITCHEN HELP wanted




















farmers who have taken
advantage of the group
hospital insurance
through Bennett and
Associates are saving up
to $150.00 per year. Get








and walnut veneer. Will
buy cut or standing,








Marble, South 9th. Call
753-5719.
1973 DODGE CHARGER,




Patrolman Pro 77A, Hi-
Lo scanner, 8 channel
with all local crystals
















$25.00 Call 436-2289 after
5 p.m.
WEED EATERS, model.
507. $43.99. Roto shear
model 2201, $36.50.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TILLERS chain drive, 5




tape display racks. See
at J and B Music, 753-
7575.
EARLY AMERICAN
dining table. Chest with
.9 drawers, life time
finish, just right for
childs room. T V. game,






8 X 6 ALUMINUM






timber. , $600 for
thousand feet. Call 901-
6424379.
30" FT ECTRIC cook
stove, harvest gold.
Kelvinator. Call 492-8475
after 5 p. m.
18 Setivng
HOUSE OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows on South
16th St. Now In Stock.
Columbia MinervE
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby,
and fingering weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted/ratch hook
canvas. Amplete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug- yarn. All types
„embroidery and
needlepoint. Complete
line of accessories for all
















1951 RED BELLY Ford









power, roll bar with top,
powe ,adjust wheels,
on -hours. eal1133-
064 -aftert p.m. -
ALLIS CHAMLER roto-
baler. Two years old..
Call 435-4277.
FOR SALE 135 ferguson
tractor with im-
plements. Slightly used.
220 hours. Edwin Parks,
435-4347.
16' TANDEM stock
trailer, also 20' goose
neck flat bed, 3 axle 8
foot wide. Call 759-4088.





four 14" plows. Allis
Chalmers no till 4 row






dryers. call 1-345-2437 or
1-247-0558.
20. Sports Equipment
18 H.p. EVINRUDE, like
new. Phone 753-5693 or
753-5739.










Bilge pump aireater live
bait well. Wonder state









boat. Trailer and motor.

















Avoid Cottle &um leper s
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Nome Inwood ANA oriented ever fe
seers 5._I apses messed =elide
I, f





Murray-Calloway County Parks Department
will be acceptingapplications for Pool Manager.
Deadline is March 28. Applications may be ob-
tained at Park's office, 10th and Payne Sts., 753-
7640.
KROGER
Applications for part time employment
ONLY will be accepted for the Kroger
Store located at 610 Central Shopping
Center on 641 North. Apply in person at
the Holiday Inn located on Highway 641
South, Tuesday, March 21, 1978, 9 a.m.-4
p.m. We will accept applications for part
time: Checkers, baggers, grocery and
produce clerks, deli clerks and meat
wrappers.












WN MOWERS 3't h.p.
.22" cut. B and S engine.
$88.88. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.













outfit. Royce 23 channel
base station, power
mike, regular mike, 150
watt lin4ar amp, coax,
and starduster antenna
on 40 ft. push up mast.
Call 753-0649 after 6 • .m.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1975 12 X 652 bedroom, all
electric Central air,
fully carpeted, un-
furnished. Like new See
at Riviera as. Call 753-
3280 before 5 • m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
12 X 50. Shady Oaks
Trailer Ct. Call 489-2533.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for







32. Apartments for Rent
FuRNIISIFEI, one Of 2
bedroom, married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman Apart-























heat and air. Call 753.
36 For Rent Or Lease
E OFFICES at 703









WHITE MALE HOG. Full
stock. 250-300 lb. Call
753-5618 between 2:30
and 10 p.m.
GILTS bred. Call 753-5831.
SIX REGISTERED black
Angus bulls. Age 10
month-2 years old. Call
437-4365.
Setting In The Glen
Rustic Country English styled home in a convenient
neighborhood. Screened porch for your plants, fireplace
for warming your toes, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, and formal
(fining room-For your viewing call 753-1492
753-1492
Woodmen Building
cc( Aker Hours: _
Loretta lobs - 753-6079
Helen Spann - 753-8579
Bill Payne - 753-9794
WELCOME SPRING!
WITH A NEW HOME FROM
KOPPERUD REALTY
SUNSHINE AND. FLOWERS
Bright and cheery 3 bedroom, 2 bath charmer
only 1 year old. Peaturing den with fireplace, for-
mal dining room, 2-car garage and realistic
price in the 40's. Let a new ray of sunshine into




Can be yours today! Beauty has been captured in
this unique contemporary home in Gate.sborough
Subdivision. Spacious rooms, attractive design
and decor which places this home in a class all
by itself. Just listed so don't delay in letting us
tell you more about this architectural master-
piece.
SPRING SPECIAL
Just listed today is this 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
featuring large great room with lovely fireplace.
Located just West of Murray City Limits and
priced very attractively on today's market. This
is an energy efficient, step-saving home.
KOPPERUD (24 Hour Phone)
REALTY 753-1222
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puppies. Solid white and
solid black. Call 554-
2153, Paducah.
43 Real Estate
DON't DISMAY IF YOU
ARE LOW ON CASH-
we'll arrange the terms
on. this well maintained
two bedroom - brick with
den located on lot with





special lot to build on
. this spring? _Look no
further! Located in
lovely Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at „1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
' 753-0492 or come by our
office for further
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,















included. All this on











ZONED R-4 or B-2?
Need a lot for multiple
housing? Need property
for offices, restaurant,
drug store, retail sales,
or consumer sefvices?
We have listed properly
zoned properities
located north, south,
east for these permitted







DUE TO SALES THIS
YEAR. Th1 Nelson
. Shroat 'Co Needs
listings for t e buyers
we have waiting. If you
want to sell your








Undo Jeffs Shopping Canter
THINKING OF
SPRING?Why not start
planning now for that
home on the lake. We
have just listed 2 quality
homes in Panorama
Shores, only 10 miles
from Murray. Both are
year-round ihomes on
beautiful wooded lots.
Take advantage of early
Spring prices and let us





IGuy Spann Realty"Your Key PeopleIn Reel Estate", 753-7724901 Sycamore Murray, Ky
PROUDLY we rave about
this 3 bedroom brick





freezer, two full baths,
restful patio area with
private brick wall.
Statel bricked columns
bring you into the drive
to a double garage with
automatic openers...










power brakes and air.





Good condition. Call 753-
1262.
1957 CHEVY ptOtup, V-8,
automatic, custom
wheels, tires. GoodE.0 Conidition. $1200 or






With The Friendly Touch
LOSE NO TIME IN
SEEING THIS ONE!
Here's a modern 3
bedroom home & 2
acres - 4 miles north
just off the Penny
Rd. Spotlessly clean








B & J HYDRAULICS
We specialize in rebuilding Hydraulic cylinders,
jacks and pumps. Hydraulic hose made to order
while you wait. All work guaranteed. Located on
1346, Just off Highway 94 East. Open 8 a.m. -5
p.m. Monday thru Friday. 22 years experience in
Hydraulic fields.












Call this number after 5:00 to assure





$2,000. 48 acres just
listed last week. In-
cludes 30 tendable acres
and several good
wooded buildings sites.
Owner wants fast sale








120 Acres Compietoly foo-
ted with Med cress-famed,
92 acres lendable. Kos
stock born, tobacco barn and
base. Located on Tacker
Godard road.
Reauniolod 3 bedroom Crewe
with 21 sures of Calieway
Coolaty's finest foratiaad.
Located wily 1 wiles east of
"array, this farm is caw-
*fishy faked has dirk tobac-
co base and ban vise a
modern farrowing boas..
Plenty of artaide storage,





3 bedrooms -2 baths, den
with fireplace, central
heat and air, attached 2
car garage, and priced
in the 40's. This home is
approximately one year




on all homes listed
through the multiple
listing service.
STRANGE WE HAVEN'T MET BEFORE,
I WRITE BUREAUCRACY GUIDELINES




5271468 - 753 9625
LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
carpeted throughout,
home has living room,





1222 or come by our
conveniently located -
office in the White House
Building: 711 Main for
all your real estate
needs.
REALTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1851
45. Farms For Salt
BY OWNER-75 acre
farm, 7 room house with
• 3 bedrooms, utility room
and enclosed back
porch. 1- mile west of
Dexter. Two stock
barns, milk barn, smoke
house, chicken house.
All under - fence.
$100,000. Call ''753-5618





Level brick home with
main floor having 3
bedrooms, 1 12 baths.
Additional 6 apartments
with separate entrances
in lower level. Central






















Real Estate, 105 N.
12th. .
DONALD R. TUCKER. . .REALTOR'
CONDOMINIUM IN KENIANA SHORES, fully fur-
nished, on the waterfront, only 516,500
LIKE TREES? This spawny design has trees around it. over it. even
through it A distinctive home in a lovely setting at lake Forrest
(Right at the entrance to Panorama). It is brand new, never lived-
in. Has great-room, three bedrooms, kitchen and two lull baths. A
double carport and 'covered patio provide a private area for en-
tertaining or family cookouts lush carpeting, luxurious paneling
and decorator wallpaper accent the decor of Be spacious rooms.
Great room, kitchen-dining area and one bedroom have open beam
ceilings. Ten miles oat, just he right distance from Murray. Jest
listed, priced in the .id-forties.
LIKE THIS VIEW? In Pine Bluff Shores this
lakifront lot and 12 by 50 mobile home is
Priced only 515,500. The 60 by 200 lot alone





ADJOINING TVA 375 CONTOUR - This three
bedroom home in Panorama Shores is really
priced worth the money full basement, two
baths, porch and screened deck, TWO
FIREPLACES se among many extras. Believe-
it-or-no1, priced less than 530;000.
... HAS SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE - CALL 753-4342 TODAY
46. Homes For Sale










for family living with
energy efficient heat
pump. Four bedrooms,
2'i2 baths, large den with
fireplace. Formal dining
room and eat-in kitchen.
New and nice. Call 753-
3903.
41. Motorcycles
1972 175 YAMAHA trail
bike. Extra nice. Call
after 5, 489-2570.
1973 YAMAHA 100 Cross
Country, fiberglass
fenders and tank. Nobby




Have your motorcycle ready
for Spring, with ow new parts
and accessories!! C=nte-
line of time-up parts, I
ts, engine parts, chains &
sprockets, cables, tires & bat-
teries, chrome and roore. Lots
of other parts and accessories










teries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years L;uarantee,
$24.99; 4 sear guaran-






49. Used Cats & Trucks
1975 CHF% N. 34 ton
Scottsdale Suburban.
454 V-8 and more. Call
759-1184.
1967 CADRIAC De Ville.
All power. izood shape,
reasonable Call 753-5795
after 5 p.rn
1976 GRAN I MANS,
metallic blue AM-FM 8
track, tilt steering,
cruise control With
bucket seats 53500. 1973
Riviera extra sharp.,
loaded, $2800 1967 Ford
pickup good body, runs
but needs mechanical
work. $400 1469 Marlette
trailer, 2 bedroom, Pt
baths, 12 .?( ? extension.
Plenty of loset and
cabinet space. New
carpet, partially fur-
nished, central air and
heat. New i-kasher and
dryer inclu !ed. $4800




steering. 30. V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley v, id stbve
without jai Call 436-
2204.
1967 V. W. Squareback,
air condition. New tires.
Call 753-9371.
1974 FORD RANGER
250. Long whell base,




power, sharp. In i4ex-
cellent condition. Call'




1973 CHRYSLER, 4 door,
excellent -condition
Automatic, air, almost
new steel belted tires.
New brakes. Extra





and brakes. Air. power,
windows, new radials,
look like new. Call 753-
7715.
1972 PLYMOUTH, 4 door
sedan. Phone 753-5278.
1969 FORD 100 pickup,
long bed. See at 100 South
13th Street. Good con-
dition. Call 753-3914.
1974 DATSUN B210, $2100.
Must sell. Call 767-2455.






$1695. Call 753-8119 days.
753-6209 nights.
1972 LUV PICKUP with
tool box. Call 753-1702
after 5 p.m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
190 BUICK Electra 4
dwa, 095. Call 753-4145
after 4 except weekends.
1971 EL CAMINO truck,
$1595. Call 753-4445 after
4 except weekends.
1975 BUICK Electra, 4
door. $4150. Call 753-4445
after 4 except weekends.




camper, 18 ft. $1800. Call
V53-6805.
WESTERN KY. Travel
Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,











1071 Pep-up. 050" off
Al vied Canipers 05000 off
This applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-1-78.
- The only ewe for Cabin Fever
is the otedoors and the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
special prices make this
remedy easy to take.
Rank financing available
White's Camper Sales
IIIIMmor 94 I.sf .4 mem from Illoney.
Ir. issues
51 Services Offered
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field






TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
WILL HAUL driveway
white rock, lime, sand,
decorative rock. Also
free estimates on
parking lot or driveway.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-
4545 or 753-6763.
WILL DO BABYSITTING









Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION










by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.
INCOME TAX SER-
VICE: "We search for
every legal deduction
and credit due you."
John Pasco, 753-5791,






roofs sealed. Call Jack




ters installed per your
specificationS. Call
















struction Co., Route 2.
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-






5 1 Services Ottered
FENCE BALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310




Prevent a chimney fire








exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
WILL DO lawn and
garden work, odd jobs.
Have truck. $3.00 hour:
Cali 492-8318.
WILL MAKE CUSTOM
made drapes. Call 753-
6648.
FOK YOUR septic tank_
iv and backhoe work needs.
Also septic tank.
cleaning. Call John Lane.
























cat with white spot on










In Slop, Spraying of Yard furniture-Shutters
Parking Lot Striping
No Job Too Large or Too Small
We Are Fully Insured
GLIDDEN PAINT
Dial-A-Service
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
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Arcadia
Deaths and Futenals 
Mrs. Elmo Williams
Dies Suddenly At
_Home At Age 54 .
Mrs. Elmo I Billie L.
Williams, of Warren. Mich.,
died suddenly at her home on
Monday, March 13. She was 54








ship, Mich., and Mrs. Paula
Syms, New Baltimore, Mich.;
mother, Mrs. Lena Musick,
Niagara Falls, N.Y.; four
grandchildren; two brothers;
four sisters.
The funeral was held
.Thursday, March 16, at the
S.K. Schultz Funeral Home,
East Detroit, Mich., with the
Rev. Jon Liles officiating.
Pallbearers were her uncle,
Alfred Williams of Murray.
along with Pat Covington,
Stewart Syms, Russell
Maramzano, Tom Beard, and
Victor Musick. Burial was in
the Cadillac Memorial Gar-
dens, East Clington Towns- hip,
Mich.
Funeral On Sunday
For Ford B. Adams
The funeral for Ford
Barkley Adams, brother of
Clayton W. Adams of Murray,
was held Sunday at 2:30 p.m,
at the chapel of the Roberts
Funeral Service, Mayfield,
with Bro. John Hoover of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Mr. Adams, age 59. owner of
Adams Upholstery shop.
Mayfield, died Friday at 12:04
p.m. at Lourdes Hospit'al.
Paducah.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Louise Adams,. 327 North 16th
Street, Mayfield; two sons,
Jerry Adams, Washington, D.
C., and 'Larry Adams.
Gallatin, Tn.; two sisters.
,Mrs. Linda Thomas, Mayfield,
and Mrs. Gaylon Brewer,
Billings, Mont.; five brothers,
Baure and Andy Adams,
Mayfield, Ted Adams,
Chicago, Ill., Lynn Adams,
Detroit, Mich., and Clayton W.
Adams, 602 Vine Street,
Murray.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Se
March 20, 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area















US 1-2 270-350 lbs $39 00-40.00
US 1-3 300-50016s. . 339.00-4300
US 1.4 450-50016s. . . $40.00-41.00
US 1-3 5004501bs 141.00-42.00





Word ha l been received of
the deatfi- 4 Eugene Boyd,
formerly af Murray, who,died
Wednesd4 at his home in
Santa Clara, Calif. He was 68
years of age and his death
followed an extended illness.
Mr. Boyd was a retired
hospital administrator. He
was the son of the late Cora
Jones Boyd Shelton and the
late Grover Boyd.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Bea Boyd, Santa Clara:
two half brothers, Dr. John S.
Shelton, Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
and William C. Shelton, Silver
Springs, Md.; his stepfather,
J. Vs. Shelton, Grand Island,
Fla.;_ two step sisters, Mrs.




two step brothers, James H.
Shelton, Murray, and Charles
Shelton, North Carolina; two
local cousins are Mrs. Ed
West and Mrs. Graham Bibb.
Funeral' and burial services




Wesley Adams, age 70,
retired farmer, died Friday at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tn.
Mr. Adams is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Pauline Hud-
son; one daugher, Mrs. Janice
Green, Buchanan, Tn.; three
sons, Jerry, Memphis, tn.,
Jimmy Buchanan, Tn., and
Jeffrey. Paris, Tn.; two
sisters, Mrs. Pauline Forsythe
and Mrs. Audie Vaughn.
Buchanan, Tn.
The funeral was held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tn., with




A Pre-Easter revival will be








' State Rep. William McBee has
twice overcome cancer
through traditional treat-
ments, but he says he would
not hesitate to use Laetrile as
a last resort.
If I had no other avenue,
even if just to satisfy my mind
for two or three days before I
died, that would be the thing
I'd turn to," said McBee, a
Burlington Democrat.
However, despite the pleas
of McBee and other backers of
Laetrile, a move to legalize its
manufacture and use in




tary move, cut short final
efforts to reach a compromise











ers for the services to
eld at 7:30 each evening
will be the. Rev. Tommy
Jackson, former pastor at
South Pleasant Grove, now
pastor of, Trinity Church,
Paris, Tn., Wednesday; the
Rev. Dr. Ed L. Crump, Jr.,
district superintendent.
Thursday, when Holy Coni
munion will be celebrated;
and the Rev. John Jones,
' pastor of the Benton'Church,
Friday.







gederal Savt.nqs Si.. Cou
7th & Main - Downtown Branch
(Opening In August)
715 So. 12th Si. - Murray South Office
NMI
FSLIC









Methodist Churbh, located on
Murray Route Three, will hold
pre-Easter Seririces starting
on Good Friday, March 24,
and continuing through Easter
Sunday, March 26.
Services will be held at
seven p.m. each night with the
speakers to be Bob Warren,
Wayne Johnson, and the Rev.
Julian Warren. Special music
will be presented at each
service.
The' church pastor is the
Rev. Johnson Easley.
Special Study Will Be
Held Here On Tuesday
Mrs. Ruth Holland of
Gilbertsville will teach the Murray Branch of the
course on "The Gifts of The American Association of
Holy Spirit" at the In- University Women will meet
terdenominational Bible Tuesday, March 21, with Mrs.
Study of the Holy Spirit 0. P. Markham at the Mid-
meeting to be held Tuesday, Continent Bible College,.
March 21, at 1:30 p.m. at the Mayfkld.
Calloway County Public Presenting the program will
Library. be Mrs. Betty Boston. For
Mrs. Holland, the former informetion persons may call
Ruth Rowland, daughter of Mrs. Russell Terhune, 753-
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Rowland 2464, or Mrs. Alfred Wolfson,
of Murray, is past president of 753-1861.
the Aglow Fellowship of
Gilbertsville and has taught Stock Market
classes in Mayfield, Benton,
and Metropolis, Ill. She has
been active in this group for
the past thirteen years.
For further information
persons may call Mrs.
Elizabeth Vaughan, 753-9206,
or Mrs. Charles Tidwell, 753-
5308.
Fred Shepard Elected As
President, State Guild On Proposed UMW Coal Contract
Fred Shepard, a potter and
head- of the Ceramics
Department at Murray State
University, has been elected
president of the Kentucky
Guild of Artists & Craftsmen.
Shepard replaces Ed Dienes
of Louisville in the position; he
was elected by the Trustees in
a March 11 meeting.
The new vice-president is
Louisville artist Nancy
Comstock, and the secretary
is Maggie Rifai, Berea.
Elected treasurer and
chairman of the finance
committee was Charles
Lewis, a woodworker and
president of the Columbia
Manufacturing Company in
Louisville.
The new officers assumed
office immediately; terms are
one year.
In other actions the Guild
Board installed new trustees,
Richard Jackson, Murray,
and Nancy Comstock,
Louisville, both . elected in
statewide membcir balloting.
The board also approved a
itrw irase for The- Guild-
Gallery in Lexington, selected
candidates•ior the permanent
Collection Comalittee, and





Barker reported on Guild
activities. The 12th Fair is set
for May'18-21 in Indian Fort
Theater near Berea, and in
June a series of workshops
sponsored by the American
Crafts Council will be held on
the Berea College Campus.
The 4th Fall Fair will be
October 6-8 in Berea.
The Guild's new president is
a long time member, and has
previously served as a trustee
and as a member of the
Standards Committee.
Shepard is an internationally
recognized ceramicist-arid
instructor, and has par-




Department say its demise'
may cost Kentucky $10 million
in federal funds over the next
four years.
Laetrile, a purported cancer
cure made from the extract of
apricot seeds, has been
legalized for sale and
manufacture in several states,
but is banned from interstate
commerce by the federal
government.
The Senate voted • shortly




conference co • ttee was
trying to .wo out a com-
promise o e Laetrile issue.
The ouse and Senate had
de ocked on the emotional
sue in the final hours of the
session. The House had twice
approved measures to legalize
Laetrile, but both times the
measures were sidetracked in
the Senate.
The final showdown came
on a House amendment to the
Senate-pas-sed medical aid
bill. The Senate declined
Saturday night to concur in
the amendment, and the
House, in turn, ref used to back
down from its position.
The issue then went to a
conference committee.
However, Senate Majority
Leader Tom Garrett, D-
Paducah, stalled in naming
the Senate representatives to
the committee. House Speaker
William Kenton, D-Lexington,
finally appeared on the Senate




was required to adjourn at
midnight Saturday. Since
neither side had finished its





Has All Your Plumbing
Supplies & Needs






Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon C,o. of Murray are
as follows •
Industrial Av  390
Airco  42,, -Ti
Air Prodriots . . , 27‘. . • 41
AmericanWilotors. 4M, unc
Ashland dil  29,. -14
AT&T  Si', .-'s
Ford Motor Co  44', .- 4
Gen. Dynamics . . 41% -4
General Motors  girl unc
General Tire  'Zr', .,.'s
Goodrich  1941. .14
Gulf Oil  25k,, unc
IBM ,. . 242'. -1
Pennwalt ...... 34 unc
Quaker Oats 224 +14
Tappan  9 unc
Western Union  164 unc
'Zenith Radio  14 one
Prtces of stock of local interest at noon
EDT today, furnished to the ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray.  ire as follows, •
lieublein Inc  25'. +14
McDonalds Corp  474 -I- 4
Ponderosa Systems  16% + 4
Kimberly Clark  424 +".
Union Carbide  I ,40y Os
W.R. Grace tv. + 4
Texaco  27 MC
General Flee. . 47% 4-14
Hardee/ ... . . 17% 4-%
Georgia Pacific ... - - . 254 unc
Pepaico 264 + 4
Jim Walters a (-3/4
Kirsch. . . . 234 4- 4
Disney  334 +14





Kentqcky's 23,000 union coal miners
appeared to be divid:W,rilong
geographical lines today as they
prepared to hear .the terms of a
proposed contract that could end their
O5-day-old strike.
United Mine Workers union officials
in western Kentucky said they believe
the proposed settlement — the third
accord between union and industry ne-
gotiators -- will win the grudging ap-
proval of District 23's 10,000 members.
But officials in eastern Kentucky's
two UMW districts, which are generally
regarded as more militant than District




FRANKFORT, Ky. — Calloway
County is one of .88 Kentucky counties
which will benefit from $4,909,357 ap-
portioned to this region by the federal
governmtnt this week for summer lobs,
according to Hugh Cox, CETA Balance
of State Program Director, Depart-
ment for Human Resources.
This money plus $324,192 of unex-
pended 1977 funds will provide ap-
proximately 6500 summer jobs for
economically disadvantaged youths, 16
through 21 years old, in this area of
Kentucky.
Of the $706 million nationally, Ken-
tucky received a total of $10,688,349 for
the 1978 summer jobs program which is
authorized under the Comprehensive
Employment Training Act (CETA).
Federal allotments to the CETA
program were adjusted this year to
include increases in the minimum wage
and the social security tax.
"Last year this area got $4,255,163.
Although we received more money this
year it will be absorbed by the in-
creased cost of the program which
means the number of jobs we can fund
will remain about the same as last
)rear," Cox said.
The minimum wage rose from $2.30
to $2.65 per hour.
"Public and private non-profit
organizations throughout this 88 county
area will be solicited to set up super-
vised work sites," said Cox.
Major Issues
direct supervision of a doctor.
While the Legislature was reqUired
under the Kentucky Constitution to stop
at midnight Saturday, it had to resort to
a traditional device of stopping the
clocks in each chamber to conclude its
business. It was the first time the clocks
had been stopped since the 1972 session.
Also highlighting the final day was a
heated debate over an attempt by the
Senate to limit workmen's com-
pensation benefits man effort to reduce
insurance premiums.
The workmen's compensation battle
brought charges that agreements had
been broken and that the ad-
ministration of Gov. Julian Carroll had
interfered.
Once the debate ended, the Senate
voted to back off amendments it had
adopted last week limiting benefits for
some workers injured on the job.
The amendments would have placed
a 10-year limit on workmen's corn-
pensation-honefits for workers who are
partially, but permanantly, dicahled in
work-related accidents. They now
receive such benefits for life.
Backers of the Senate amendments
said surh lifetizne benefits are driving
workmen's compensation insurance
rates steadily higher and making it
hard for the state to attract industry.
However, Carroll threatened to veto
the Senate-amended bill, saying it
violated agreements between labor and
industry.
Several eastern Kentucky
representatives said the physician
assistants bill was -necessarz to in-
crease medical coverage in rural
areas, but the two chambers could not
Reagan...
(Continued From Page One)
Reagan's teams hold most of the
school records. Among these are: the
best season ( 27-4 in 19631; the longest
winning streak ( 22 games in 1975);
highest national ranking ( ninth in
1977); lowest earned run average for a
pitching staff and a host of individual
records.
Three years ago, the 'Breds led the
nation in team batting average with a
mark of .332.
A member of the MSU Sports Hall of
Fame, Reagan teachers marketing in
the College of Business and Public
Affairs and for the past several years,
has been the assistant athletic director.
Reagan is married to the former
Carolyn Carter of Murray and 'they'
have two daughters, Mrs. Jeff (Jan)
Chase of Pittsburgh, Pa., and Mrs.
Mike Lyn) Ryan of Murray.
jurisdictions would reject the pact
when they vote Friday.
"They didn't like it," Robert Carter,
president of -District 30, based in
Pikeville, said of the proposal, which
district officers explained to local
leaders and representatives Sunday, as
required by the UMW constitution.
"According to the officers and
membership present (at Sunday's
meeting), I'd say it would be defeated,"
Carter said in a telephone interview.
However, J.B. Trout, District 30's
representative to the union's in-
ternational executive board, said he
thinks there's a "50-50 chance" that dm
district may ratify.the package.
Mickey Messer, president of Local
1974 in southeastern Kentucky's
District 19 and one of about 50 union
officials attending a district meeting at
Middlesboro, said that "all of the of-
ficers were disappointed and most were
pretty angry.
"Our point of view is that this con-
tract is an insult from ( UMW
President) Arnold Miller to Eank-and-
file miners," he said. "When you strike,
you strike to go forward, not to go back-
ward."
"I know the miners (in District 19)
are against it and I know I'm against
it," added Messer, who heads the UMW
local at Brookside in Harlan County,
where anti-Miller sentiment has been
strong.
Both Messer and Carter said that the
union officers were particularly
displeased with the contract's health
insurance provisions, under which
miners would have to pay for part of
their health care for the first time.
Carter, whose district has about
Rezoning
10,000 union miners, estimated that
about 200 UMW officials attended his
district's meeting. He described the
session as "calm."
The atmosphere at a meeting of about
150 District 23 officials also was
described as "calm," and western
Kentucky local officers greeted the
contract much more favorably, accord-
ing to several persons who attended the
session in Madisonville.
"There was-m,ery little opposition
voiced," said Tommy Gaston, District
23 president. "There was nothing like
the opposition to this one that there-wags
to the last one."
Gaston declined to predict how -his
district's 10,000 members would vote on
the contract, though he said the miners
"appear to be ready" to return to work.
But Larry Smith, president of Local
2339 at the Graham Hill underground
mine in Muhlenberg County, said he
feels the rank and file in western
Kentucky will ratify the pact.
"I believe it will pass in this district,"
he said. "I think it will go 60-40.
"The contract is quite a bit better
than the last proposal," smith said.
There's still a few things in this one that
I don't like, like paying for health de-
ductibles, but it may be something we'll
have to live with.
The UMW's bargaining council
rejected the first tentative settlement
between negotiators from the union and
the Biturninous Coal Operators Associ-
ation, and the miners themselves
turned down the second.
Miller has predicted that the nation's
160,000 striking miners will accept the
package, which was approved 22-17 last
week by the union's bargaining council.
• • • Continued From Page One)
righ-of-ways in this case, Zea ex-
plained.
Zea said both sides will be given
opportunity to present opeing
statements tomorrow night. The
hearing will have all the trappings of a
formalized hearing , with a recorded
transcript available to the public for a
copying fee afterward, Zea said.
The planning commission is not
expected to make a decision on the
rezoning request, which has
originated with the city government,
until a later meeting. Should the
• • • (Continued From Page One)
resolve their differences.
Attempts to work out a compromise
on the emotional issue of legalizing
Laetrile in Kentucky were cut off in thtl
closing hours by a parliamentary
move. A legalization measure had been
approved twice by the House, but the
Senate refused to concur.
Earlier Saturday the House approved
a Senate amendment to abolish the
state's 12-year-old mandatory vehicle
inspection program. The amendment
waS attached to a bill that would
require Kentucky motorists to display a
sticker in their rear window showing
that they have mandatory automobile
liability insurance.
All of the approved legislation now
goes to Carroll for his signature.
commission okay the proposal, Murray
City Council gets the next look at it. And
should the council accept the rezoning
plan, that is done in two ordinance steps
first and second reading.
The Kentucky Department of
Transportation (DOT) hearing Wed-
nesday evening proposes to "afford all
interested or affected persons an op-
portunity to become informed about the
,proposed highway project which will
'involve the improvement of a section of
U.S. 641 in Murray. DOT's hearing is
set at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the epecial
education auditorium area on the
Murray State University campus (16th
Street, across from the heating and
cooling plant).
Project exhibits will be on display for
public view in Murray City Hall
tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. DOT
personnel will be present to discuss the
proposed project and respond to
questions while exhibits are on display.
Written and oral statements and
other exhibits will be accepted at the
public hearing and made a part of the
hearing record. Plus, additional
statements can be subrnitted to the
District Office of the Bureau of High-
ways, P. 0. Box 3010, Paducah, KY,
42001, within 10 days after the public
hearing.
According to DOT, the procedure and
tentative schedule for acquiring right of
way and the relocation assistance
program will be discussed during the
public hearing.
Speaking Winner, Continued From Page One)
membership; the Princeton club for the
president's report; and the Reidland
club as the best all-around,,
State representatives attending the
meeting included Dorothy Middleton,
Louisville, state president/ Patricia
Pawlowski, Louisville, corresponding
secretary; Anna Lou Caldwell, Fulton,
membership Chairman; and Montel
Tripp Sax-ten, Fulton, state music
chairman.
Entertainment was provided by Mr.
and Mi. Carl Sarten of Paducah.
It was announced that the state
B&PW convention will be held May 19-
21 at the Executive Inn in Louisville
with Hope Roberts, Reno, Nev., past
national president, as main speaker. It
was announced that next year's first
district spring meeting would be held in
Paducah.
Regents Approve (Continued From Page One )
reorganization of three departments,
creation of two minors and the naming
designation and expansion of the
Department of Agriculture Diagnostic
Laboratory in Hopkinsville.
The laboratory, transferred to MSU
by executive order of Gov. Julian
Carroll, was titled the Veterinary
Diagnostic and Research Center of
Murray State University. The board
also voted to expend $2.7 million
granted the university by the state
legislature last week for renovation and
expansion of the center in Hopkinsville
and renovation of the Carman Pavilion
on the University Farm to provide
facilities for animal nutritional disease
research.
The board created a minor of equine
science for students who complete 15
hours of course work in horsemanship
and a minor in social gerontology for
students interested in careers relating
to services for the aged.
Programs in learning disorders,
behavior disorders and educable
mental retardation were incorporated
in a new baccalaurate program in
learning and behavior disorders in the
Department of Special Education. The
consolidation was necessitated by
changes in state teacher certification,
requirements.
Two related fields of study were
merged to form the Department of
Philosophy and Religious Studies and
three changes were made in the College
of Industry and Technology.
The board created a new Department
of Industrial Education by merging the
industrial arts department and
vocational-technical education, formed
a new Department of Safety
Engineering and Health and renamed a
third division the Department of
Engineering Technology.
In other action, the regents re-
established a $10 per semester student
activity fee for all full-time students.
Funds collected from the fee will
support the Student Government
Assocktion programming, and the
MSU yearbook.
The board also adopted a procedural
;motion giving the faculty represen-
tative voting authority on all matters
Except those relating to faculty ap-
pointments, thangel in "coiripensation,
sabbatical leaves with pay and
promotions.
